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1 Introduction

It has long been observed that people who live in large cities earn higher wages than
those living in smaller towns. To explain the city-size wage premium, a broad empirical
literature has attempted to identify the productivity advantages of highly populated
urban areas. On the one hand, agglomeration economies allow firms and workers to
be more productive in larger cities. On the other hand, big cities attract and retain
more talented workers and entrepreneurs. However, wage differentials do not fully
reflect productivity differences when labor market are imperfectly competitive and
employers pay workers less than their marginal product. Local labor markets in larger
urban areas tend to host more firms, and so are expected to display higher levels of
competition on average. Because firms operating in competitive labor markets are
forced to share more profits with workers by raising their wages, this mechanism has
the potential to explain part of the city-size wage premium.

In this paper, I quantify the fraction of the urban earnings premium that can be
attributed to differences in labor market power between small and large cities. I start
by building a simple Rosen-Roback spatial equilibrium model in which wages in each
city depend on local productivity and local labor market power of firms. Productive
cities attract many competitor firms in equilibrium, whereas less productive locations
host fewer employers who, unchecked by competition, exert labor market power over
their employees. Workers choose where to live taking economic and noneconomic
factors into account. If they are more mobile across locations (for example, owing to
a more elastic housing supply), they have a larger set of job positions to choose from,
which effectively limits employers’ market power in low-productivity cities.

I then estimate the impact of labor market power on wages using matched employer-
employee data for Spain and an empirical strategy derived from the equilibrium re-
lations of the model. As emphasized in the model, labor market power and wages
may move endogenously with unobserved productivity shocks. For instance, positive
productivity shocks can increase wages and, by inducing competitors’ entry, reduce la-
bor market power. To achieve identification, I follow two complementary approaches.
First, I control for unobserved labor market productivity with a rich set of interactive
fixed effects, motivated by a latent factor model (Bai, 2009, Kneip et al., 2012). The
estimation procedure flexibly accounts for time trends that are heterogeneous across
local labor markets, in addition to the standard two-way market-year fixed effects.
Additionally, I use balance sheet information for the quasi-universe of Spanish firms
to control for revenue productivity at the local labor market level.

As for the second strategy, I propose a new instrumental variable that exploits
changes in the size of local public firms to provide exogenous variation in labor market
power. In some local labor markets, public and private firms are competitors hiring
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from the same pool of workers. Therefore, idiosyncratic movements in the size of
public employers (e.g., due to a policy change at a higher administrative level that is
unrelated to local economic conditions) can influence workers’ wages in the private
sector by affecting the level of competition among potential recruiters. I motivate the
exogeneity assumption of the instrument by showing that public firms’ contribution
to labor market concentration is not related to local revenue productivity when I focus
on health- and education-related markets, which are the industries to which I restrict
attention in the IV analysis.

The estimated impact of labor market concentration on wages that I obtain from
both strategies is comparable in magnitude and consistent with prior empirical stud-
ies. Transitioning from perfect competition in the labor market to the situation with the
highest level of monopsony power (i.e., the case of a single employer operating in the
market) is associated with a causal reduction in wages of around 8–15%. Given the dif-
ferences in the degree of labor market competition between small and big cities, these
estimates imply that monopsony power can explain approximately 20–30% of the city-
size wage premium. Because firms in small, concentrated markets exert monopsony
power by restricting employment, I also find that labor market power can account for
6–15% of the employment gap between small and large locations.

This study is closely related to the large literature on the determinants of the ur-
ban wage premium. The existence of agglomeration economies (De la Roca and Puga,
2017, Duranton and Puga, 2004) and sorting of more productive workers and firms to
large cities (Behrens et al., 2014) are the explanations that are typically put forward to
rationalize the urban premium in earnings. However, these papers generally assume
that labor markets are perfectly competitive, thus ruling out any possible explanation
related to differences in monopsony power between small and large cities. Hirsch et
al. (2022) is an exception. Using German administrative data, they find that differences
in labor market imperfections between urban areas of different size explain approxi-
mately 40% of the city-size wage premium. In their empirical analysis, they use data
on hires coming from non-employment (as opposed to employment) as an instrument
for labor market frictions. However, this variable is likely to be correlated with local
unemployment and, consequently, with unobserved productivity in the city. There-
fore, this strategy might not be able to fully separate the effect of local labor market
power on urban wages from the influence of agglomeration.

Azkarate-Askasua and Zerecero (2022) is another related paper. Using a structural
model calibrated to the French economy, they conclude that employers’ labor market
power, together with the countervailing influence of unions, accounts for around a
third of the observed urban-rural wage gap. They also empirically estimate the effect
of employment concentration on wages, using mass layoff shocks affecting employ-
ment shares of firms competing in the same local labor market for identification. Since
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mass layoffs are likely to be correlated with productivity shocks in a city, though, their
empirical exercise might not fully disentangle the influence of labor market power
from the effect of agglomeration. To address these concerns, the estimation procedure
of this paper only exploits sources of variation in labor market concentration which
are plausibly unrelated to local productivity. This is done by explicitly controlling for
revenue productivity and a rich set of fixed effects in the first part of the analysis, and
by using an instrumental variable based on changes in the size of local public firms
which is shown to be unrelated to local economic conditions. Moreover, to the best
of my knowledge, this is the first paper to estimate the extent of the employment gap
between small and large cities that can be attributed to differences in labor market
power.

This study also connects to a growing empirical and theoretical literature on the
effects of monopsony power on workers’ outcomes (Arnold, 2022, Berger et al., 2022,
Manning, 2011). In particular, it is closely linked to Manning (2010), an early paper that
emphasizes the connection between labor market power and city size with a model in
which the labor supply elasticity is endogenous to the number of firms in the market.
In his framework, large cities host many firms that face a very elastic labor supply
and high competition in the labor market. I follow a complementary approach and,
as in much of the recent literature on labor market power (e.g., Arnold, 2022, Azar
and Vives, 2021, and Berger et al., 2022), I assume that firms compete à la Cournot for
workers. In the model, the labor supply elasticity is constant, while variations in labor
market power only come from changes in labor market concentration, as measured
by the employment Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI). This paper introduces a new
instrument for HHI and provides novel estimates for the effect of HHI on market em-
ployment.

Although various recent studies estimate a strong negative relationship between
HHI and wages across local labor markets (e.g., Azar et al., 2020 and Lipsius, 2018),
two issues complicate a causal interpretation. On the one hand, to make HHI op-
erational, one has to define what a local labor market is, but the literature has not
settled on a single satisfactory definition.1 On the other hand, the observed correlation
between HHI and earnings could be spuriously determined by unobserved factors af-
fecting both variables (Berry et al., 2019). In this paper, I address the first issue by
providing a data-driven definition of local labor markets (Nimczik, 2020), which en-
sures that they are self-contained in terms of workers’ flows. Hence, a local market is
a collection of industries in a city such that when workers change jobs, they tend to
stay within the given set of industries in that location. Regarding the second issue, the
main focus of the empirical strategy is to exploit only the sources of variation in HHI

1These papers usually define local labor markets as combinations of commuting zones and occupa-
tions (e.g., Azar et al., 2020) or of commuting zones and industries (e.g., Benmelech et al., 2022).
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that are not driven by unobserved factors (e.g., productivity) that may endogenously
affect wages.

1.1 Wages and Labor Market Power Across Cities

Large Spanish cities pay substantially higher wages on average. As panel (i) of Fig-
ure 1 shows, the difference in mean earnings offered in small and large cities is of
approximately 0.3 log points. Employment concentration is also lower in larger cities,
as shown in panel (ii). Concentration is measured using the employment Herfindahl-
Hirschman Index, HHIm =

∑Nm

f=1 s
2
f , where sf is the employment share of firm f op-

erating in market m and Nm is the number of competing firms. The HHI is bounded
between 0, indicating perfect competition in the labor market (with atomist firms and
sf = 0), and 1, which occurs when a single monopsonists operates in the market. The
evidence suggests that labor markets in large cities such as Madrid or Barcelona are
close to perfectly competitive, while labor market concentration is substantially higher
in a small city such as Utrera, where the average HHI is approximately 0.3.

Figure 1: Wages and HHI across cities of different size

(i) Log Mean Wages (ii) Mean HHI

Note: These figures plot market mean wages (panel (i)) and HHI (panel (ii)) as functions of the size of the city where the markets
are located. Mean wages and employment HHI are computed for local labor markets and averaged across time at the city level
(market employment weights are used). Labor markets are clusters of subindustries within cities, estimated to minimize cross-
cluster worker flows (source: Spanish administrative data MCVL, years 2005-2019). City size is population within 10km of the
average resident (De la Roca and Puga, 2017).

Finally, Figure 2 shows the correlation between wages and HHI. Wages are higher
in cities where local labor markets tend to be less concentrated. This relationship could
be causal (low levels of labor market power put upward pressure on wages) or spuri-
ous. In Section 2, I outline a simple model that highlights a series of relevant (causal
and spurious) channels through which labor market power and local wages are con-
nected.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model’s economy. Sec-
tion 3 discusses the research design. Section 4 provides estimates of the extent of the
urban wage premium that can be attributed to monopsony power in the labor market.
Section 5 concludes.

Figure 2: Log Mean Wages

Note: This figure plots mean wages as a function of mean HHI in the same city. Mean wages and employment HHI are computed
for local labor markets and averaged across time at the city level (market employment weights are used). Labor markets are
clusters of subindustries within cities, estimated to minimize cross-cluster worker flows (Source: Spanish administrative data
MCVL, years 2005-2019).

2 Model

The model presented in this section extends the stylized Rosen-Roback framework
described in Moretti (2011) by allowing for imperfect competition in the labor mar-
ket. Workers and firms are mobile and choose to locate in the city that gives them
higher utility and profit. Firms employ workers living in the city where they oper-
ate and have monopsony power in the local labor market. The model rationalizes the
evidence presented in Section 1.1 (Figures 1 and 2) as a spatial equilibrium in which
high-productivity big cities display low labor market power, low-productivity small
cities display high labor market power, and firms and workers have no incentive to
move.2

2Although labor markets in the model are imperfectly competitive, I assume that there is no product
market power and that there are no unions. I control for the influence of both variables in the empirical
analysis of Section 4.
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2.1 Workers

There are two cities, s (small) and b (big), with a combined population of a unit mass of
workers. The indirect utility of worker i living in city c is given by

Uic = log(Wc)− rc + bc + eic,

where Wc denotes local wages, rc measures housing costs, bc indicates local ameni-
ties, and eic measures idiosyncratic preferences for city c. Idiosyncratic preferences of
workers for the small relative to the big city are uniformly distributed as

eis − eib ∼ U [−z, z].

Parameter z governs the importance of idiosyncratic preferences in workers’ decisions
to be located in a certain city, big or small. If z is low, idiosyncratic preferences for
cities are less important, and workers are more willing to migrate to arbitrage away
differences in real wages and amenities across cities.3 As z increases, workers become
less mobile, as they have a higher idiosyncratic taste for the city they are currently
living in. As a result, they are less likely to out-migrate from a city even if that city’s
economic outcomes or amenities worsen.

Housing supply in each city is given by

rc = r + k log(Lc),

where Lc denotes the number of workers living in city c and it is assumed that each
worker consumes one housing unit. Parameter k > 0 is the (exogenous) housing
supply elasticity.

Each worker i chooses city c ∈ {s, b} depending on whether Uis or Uib is higher.
Therefore, the number of workers in each city is determined endogenously. If a city
pays higher wages, it attracts a larger number of workers. Because housing costs in-
crease with population, that city also becomes less attractive: housing prices act as a
congestion force.

From the indifference condition of the marginal worker (Uis = Uib), we can derive
the local labor supply in city b as

log(Wb) = g(s)− bb

log(βb,s)

+ (z + k)

η−1

log(Lb), (1)

where
g(s) = log(Ws) + bs − (z + k) log(Ls)

3Workers are perfectly mobile if z = 0.
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measures the attractiveness of city s, log(βb,s) is the labor supply intercept, and η−1

is the inverse labor supply elasticity. Equation (1) states that workers in city b accept
lower wages if the big city has better amenities, but want to receive higher compensa-
tion if the city is large and/or if the outside option – that is, the small city – is attractive.
Labor supply in city s is symmetric.

Labor supply elasticity η measures workers’ willingness to migrate. If the labor
supply is highly elastic (low η−1), then the housing congestion forces and idiosyncratic
preferences for specific locations are less important, such that small increases in wages
Wc attract a large influx of migrants and translate into large changes in the number of
workers Lc. Therefore, elasticity η−1 plays a key role in the analysis of labor market
power, as it governs workers’ willingness to move out of cities with high monopsony
power to find jobs in cities that pay them at a more competitive rate. If workers are
highly mobile, their credible threat to leaving the city restricts employers’ ability to set
wages below the marginal product of labor, limiting firms’ monopsony power.

2.2 Firms

Firms locate in one of the two cities and employ local workers to produce a good
that is freely traded with the other city. The price of the final good is normalized to
one. While there is perfect competition in the final goods market, the market for labor,
which is the unique input of production, is imperfectly competitive. In particular,
firms compete à la Cournot for all workers in a city, and they internalize that the labor
supply is upward sloping and given by expression (1).

Firms have a Cobb-Douglas production function

Qc = Acl
θ, θ ≤ 1,

where Ac is the city-specific productivity term equal for all firms located in c.4 Firms
are perfectly mobile across cities, but entry takes one period.5 The number of firms in
each city, endogenously determined in equilibrium, is denoted by Nc.

To obtain a simple closed-form solution, we assume that the production function
has constant returns to scale (θ = 1) and that labor supply is linear (η = 1). These
assumptions are relaxed in Section 2.4. Given the assumptions, W (Lc) = βc,c′Lc, where
c′ denotes the other city, and firms choose employment l to maximize profits

πc = max
l
Acl −W (Lc)l,

4Assuming that firms operating in the same labor market are symmetric in productivity simplifies
the model, but does not substantially change its basic features. In Appendix C.1.1, I present a par-
tial equilibrium model with asymmetric firms that speaks more closely to the data, where significant
heterogeneity in firms’ size is observed.

5The period subscript t is, for ease of exposition, suppressed for now.
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with Lc = Ncl. The first-order condition gives

Wc = (1 + HHIc)−1

Markdown

Ac, HHIc =
1

Nc

, (2)

where we define the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) as the inverse of the number
of firms in the labor market. If the labor market is perfectly competitive (Nc → ∞),
HHI is zero and workers are paid the marginal revenue product of labor Ac. If the
number of firms is finite, on the other hand, firms exert labor market power and pay
them a fraction (1 + HHIc)−1 of Ac. This fraction, which we refer to as the markdown,
shrinks as the number of firms decreases (i.e., as monopsony power increases). Thus,
markdowns provide a sufficient measure of labor market power in the model.

Given equation (2), profits are then given by

πc =
1

(1 +Nc)2
A2

c

βc,c′
.

Firms pay a city-specific fixed cost Fc of production, which captures, for example,
the cost of maintaining a human resource department or the bureaucratic burden of
operating in the market. Free entry commands πc = Fc. Thus, there is perfect arbitrage
between the small and big cities:

1

(1 +Ns)2
A2

s

βs,b
− Fs =

1

(1 +Nb)2
A2

b

βb,s
− Fb = 0. (3)

If βb,s ≃ βs,b and Fb ≃ Fs, then Ab > As implies Nb > Ns. In other words, if the
big city is more productive, then we expect its labor market to be more competitive
(HHIb < HHIs). With Ab > As, city b is more attractive to firms and higher firm entry
translates to lower labor market power. Thus, the two channels contribute to the city-
size wage premium (Wb > Ws) through the market equilibrium condition (2): higher
productivity (Ab > As) and lower labor market power (HHIb < HHIs) in city b.6

Finally, by the free entry condition (3),

HHIc =

√
βc,c′Fc

Ac −
√
βc,c′Fc

. (4)

City c is more attractive to firms if it has low fixed costs because gross profits are higher
in that case. It is also more attractive if it has relatively higher amenities (low βc,c′)
because workers accept lower wages. Consequently, HHIc increases with Fc and βc,c′ .
In the next section, I introduce another source of variation in HHIc, which I exploit

6The prediction that HHIb < HHIs is in line with the evidence shown in Figure 1, panel (ii).
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for the construction of the IV in the empirical strategy: changes in the employment of
local public firms.

2.3 Private and Public Sector

Assume that firms belong to either the private or public sector,Nc = N
priv
c +N

pub
c . Private

firms maximize profits and set wages according to the first-order condition (2). As a
result, a higher Ac or a lower βc,c′ will, all else equal, induce entry of private firms
in the city (increase in N

priv
c ). Conversely, public firms are not profit maximizers and

their entry or exit decisions are not related to market conditions. In particular, the
number of public firms evolve over time according to N

pub
ct+1 = (1 + pct)N

pub
ct , where

pct is unrelated to Ac, βc,c′ or Fc. For example, pct may be the outcome of regional
governmental policies that change after an election and are assumed to evolve over
time unrelated to local economic conditions.

Public firms employ workers. For simplicity, assume that Wc = W
priv
c = W

pub
c and

that there are no frictions in hiring, such that workers are indifferent between being
employed in the public or private sector.7 Thus, changes in the number of public
firms have a direct impact on the degree of local labor market power; that is, HHIc =

1

N
priv
c +N

pub
c

. For instance, an increase in N
pub
c means that workers in the private sector

have more outside options and, as a consequence of the increased competition among
their potential recruiters, can expect their wages to raise.8 Such a shock to Npub

c affects
earnings only through its impact on HHIc (see first-order condition (2)), given the
assumption that pct is unrelated to Ac, βc,c′ or Fc. Therefore, changes in the local size
of the public sector provide exogenous variation in labor market power, which can be
used to identify the impact of concentration on private wages.

2.4 Further Extensions: Markets, Production, and Labor Supply

We now assume that there are several labor markets, indexed by m, within each city c.
Workers and private firms move across cities in each period t, but markets are islands

7In a more realistic model in which private jobs tend to be more remunerative and volatile, i.e.
E(W priv

c ) > E(W pub
c ) and Var(W priv

c ) < Var(W pub
c ), risk-averse workers may still be indifferent between

public and private firms operating in the same market. The Spanish public sector’s hiring process typ-
ically involves applicants passing public exams, which challenges the assumption of frictionless hiring
decisions. Nonetheless, worries are alleviated by the significant worker flows between private and pub-
lic firms observed in the IV sample, which averages 10-20% of the total (see Section 4.5). Moreover, a
robustness check was conducted focusing only on markets with the highest rate of turnover between
public and private firms (see Section 4.5.1).

8Note that equation (4) only holds if Npub
c = 0. When N

pub
c > 0, firms in the private sector take the

number of public firms and their employment decisions as given when maximizing profits. From the
assumption that W priv

c = W
pub
c and of symmetric firms, it follows that firms’ employment is identical in

the public and private sector.
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within c, since firms only employ within their own market and workers do not move
across markets.9

If firms have constant returns to scale technologies and face linear labor supply
(η = 1), then, as in equation (2), market wages are set according to

Wmt =

(
1 + 1

Nmt

HHImt

)−1

Amt.

If instead there are decreasing returns to scale (θ < 1) and labor supply is nonlinear
(η ̸= 1), then it can be shown that

Wmt =

(
1 + η−1 1

Nmt

HHImt

)−1

θAmtl
θ−1
mt

AMRPLmt

, θ < 1, (5)

where AMRPLmt is the average marginal revenue product of labor.
Markdowns now depend on η−1HHImt, i.e., the extent of labor market competition

between firms and workers’ ability to “escape” from it by out-migrating. Indeed, there
is no labor market power if either:

i. Nmt → ∞, i.e., there is perfect competition in the labor market;
ii. η−1 = (z + k) = 0, i.e., there are no idiosyncratic preferences (perfect mobility)

and the elasticity of housing is perfectly elastic (no congestion).
Because η is assumed to be fixed, variations in labor market power come only from

changes in HHImt.10

2.5 Summary

The following equations and the directed acyclic graph (DAG) in Figure 3 summa-
rize the equilibrium of the model. The nodes in the diagram represent the relevant
variables in the data generating process, that can either be unobservable, in which
case they are enclosed within dashed lines, or observable. Causal relationships in the
model are represented by arrows from the cause to the caused variable.

The Herfindahl-Hirschman Index and wages are directly related through the first-
order condition (5). As firms take the number of competitors as given when setting the

9This could be thought of as there being different types of workers and firms (e.g., skill types). If
firms of a certain type only employ a specific type of workers, then a series of isolated local labor
markets exists within the same city.

10In this model, labor market power exists because jobs are not perfect substitutes for each other. This
happens because jobs are offered in different cities that have different congestion levels and, in terms
of idiosyncratic preferences, are valued differently by workers. Monopsony power can also originate
from search frictions if it takes time for workers to find and change jobs (Langella and Manning, 2021).
Since this model is essentially static, it abstracts from this kind of frictions.
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Figure 3: A DAG summary of the model

HHImt Wmt

AMRPLmt

Labor Supplymt

ξmt

A

β

(F, Npub)
η−1

θ

Wmt = (1 + η−1HHImt)
−1AMRPLmt, (FOC)

HHImt = h(
−
Amt,

+

βmt,
+

Fmt,
−

N
pub
mt ), (Firms)

Wmt = βmtL
η−1

mt . (Workers)

Note: This figure draws a directed acyclic graph (DAG) summarizing the equilibrium of the model. The variables are enclosed
within dashed lines if they are unobservable. Arrows represent causal relationship between the variables in the data generating
process.

wage level, employment concentration has a causal impact on workers’ earnings, and
the effect is stronger if η−1 is higher. On the other hand, HHImt and Wmt are endoge-
nous objects that are indirectly related because they are both influenced by Amt and
βmt, which are exogenous primitives. For instance, a positive shock to productivity
(↑ Amt) induces firm entry (↓ HHImt) and increases wages through the FOC (↑ Wmt).
Similarly, a positive amenity shock (↓ βmt) induces entry (↓ HHImt) and, if there are
decreasing returns to scale, negatively affects wages by lowering AMRPLmt (↓ Wmt),
as firms are induced to hire more workers who now accept lower wages, and these
additional workers are marginally less productive.11

Is there, then, a source of exogenous variation ξmt in HHImt that allows us to identify
the effect of a change in labor market competition on wages? In the model, changes
in the number of public firms (Npub

mt ) and shocks to fixed costs Fc can serve this pur-
pose since they only affect Wmt through changes in HHImt. In Section 3, I propose
an estimation strategy that uses this source of exogenous variation in the Herfindahl-
Hirschman Index to quantify the extent to which the city-size wage premium can be
attributed to differences in labor market imperfections in cities of different sizes. Fi-
nally, note that all endogeneity concerns are ultimately due to AMRPLmt, which is

11See Appendix C.1.2 for the derivations of AMRPLmt in the case of decreasing returns to scale tech-
nologies. Notice that, since firm entry takes one period in the model while changes in AMRPLmt impact
wages immediately, shocks to A and β create an endogenous connection between HHImt and Wmt only
if they are serially correlated over time.
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typically unobserved in the data.12

3 Estimation

3.1 Local Labor Markets

In the model, local labor markets are islands within cities. If labor market power in-
creases in marketm of city c, then workers employed in that market will see a decrease
in their wages, whereas workers in marketm′ of the same city will not be affected. This
is because workers cannot move across markets within the same city and firms can-
not employ workers outside their own labor market. Consistently, for the empirical
analysis, I define local labor markets that are self-contained in terms of worker flows.

Figure 4: Local labor markets

A B
C

D
E

F G
H

A B
C

D
E

F G
H

City 1

Market 1
Market 2

Market 3

City 2

Market 4
Market 5

Market 6

Note: This figure draws an example of six markets in two cities, grouping subindustries (indexed by letters A-H) into clusters
with self-contained worker flows.

In particular, I use the algorithm proposed by Nimczik (2020) to identify clusters of
3-digit subindustries that are linked by worker flows. This algorithm views subindus-
tries as nodes in a network, connecting them with job-to-job transitions observed in
the data. Two subindustries are then deemed to be part of the same cluster if they
share similar probabilities of being linked to the rest of the network.13 My definition

12If firms in the same market are asymmetric in productivity, the occurrence of asymmetric productiv-
ity shocks introduces further endogeneity concerns. We discuss this in Appendix C.2. As in the baseline
symmetric firms model, these concerns are ultimately due to the dynamics of market level productivity
AMRPLmt.

13Worker flows reveal directed links across any two subindustries, which are weighted by the count
of job-to-job transitions across them. Given this structure, I estimate a Stochastic Block Model, an al-
gorithm for the detection of latent communities that is used extensively in network analysis, to iden-
tify the clusters of subindustries that are consistent with the observed worker flows. The algorithm is
micro-founded in Nimczik (2020) with a simple firm-choice model, where two subindustries belong to
the same cluster if, for workers employed in the two subindustries, the utility cost of moving to other
subindustries in the economy is identical (e.g., skill transferability costs). This is consistent with the
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of labor market is given by the combination of these clusters and cities, which can be
thought of as commuting zones. Figure 4 shows an example. The group of subindus-
tries A, B, and C forms a distinct market in each city, since in the data we see work-
ers mainly moving between these three subindustries, while flows to and from other
subindustries are comparatively limited.14,15 In the remainder of this paper, I will refer
to self-contained clusters as industries.

3.2 Estimation Strategy

In this section, I present an empirical strategy to estimate the part of the city-size wage
premium that can be attributed to systematic differences in labor market power be-
tween small and large urban areas. This strategy is derived from the model’s equilib-
rium equation (5), which establishes a causal link between employment concentration
and wages. The joint influence of unobserved market level productivity on monop-
sony power and workers’ earnings introduces endogeneity concerns. The procedure
presented here employs a flexible set of market-year fixed effects, described in Sec-
tion 3.2.1, to address these challenges. Section 3.2.3 presents an alternative specifica-
tion that controls for local revenue productivity, whereas Section 3.2.4 describes the IV
strategy.

3.2.1 Interactive Fixed Effects

The log version of the equilibrium equation (5) with τ = −η−1 is given by

logWmt = log(AMRPLmt)− log (1− τHHImt) .

If productivity log(AMRPLmt) is unobserved, then we can estimate

logWmt = αm + αt + αm1 × αt1 + τHHImt + αXmt + εmt, (6)

where log (1− τHHImt) ≃ −τHHImt because τ̂HHImt is estimated to be small, and Xmt

idea, entertained in footnote 9, that firms and workers belong to specific local labor markets because
they have different types (e.g., skill types).

14The worker flows used to estimate local labor markets are computed at the national level, so that
clusters do not vary across cities. In Section 4.4.2, I check that my results do not change substantially if I
use local labor market definitions that are more standard in the literature, such as city-industry or city-
occupation combinations (e.g., Azar et al., 2020, Benmelech et al., 2022). There are 75 2-digit industries
in the data and I can define 75 proxies for occupations (15 1-digit industries × 5 skill groups). For com-
parability, in my baseline definition of local labor markets I estimate 75 clusters of 3-digit subindustries.
The total number of 3-digit subindustries in the data is 232.

15Local labor markets derived in the original analysis by Nimczik (2020) cover multiple cities. In my
empirical exercise, instead, local labor markets are defined at the city level and thus do not encompass
multiple commuting zones. Given this assumption, productivity in the local labor market is a function
of a single city’s common productivity term (see Appendix C.3). This highly simplifies the estimation
strategy of Section 3.2.
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is a vector of market observables that are relevant for wage determination but are not
modelled explicitly in Section 2.

In this regression, αm, αt and αm1 ×αt1 are the market, year, and interactive market-
year fixed effects (Bai, 2009, Kneip et al., 2012), respectively. This flexible fixed ef-
fects structure controls for the part of log(AMRPLmt) that systematically affects wages
Wmt. As log(AMRPLmt) also influences HHImt (e.g., shocks to market level productiv-
ity and/or to amenities that induce firm entry), this control is necessary to consistently
estimate the effect of labor market power on workers’ earnings. In the regression, τ
is identified using only the time-series variation in employment concentration within
local labor markets, while controlling for market-specific trends.

In particular, the two-way market-year fixed effects structure αm +αt captures mar-
ket level productivity and a common productivity time trend. The interactive αm1×αt1

fixed effects, on the other hand, allow to partial out time trends in productivity that are
heterogeneous across local labor markets, without, at the same time, extracting all the
variation in HHImt. In the interactive fixed effects model, this is done by approximat-
ing the market-specific time trends with a number of latent common factors that are
correlated with observables. If the market level unobserved heterogeneity captured
by the latent factor structure is estimated to be constant over time, then the interactive
fixed effects model collapses to the usual two-way fixed effects model. Therefore, re-
gression (6) is a direct generalization of other related estimation exercises found in the
literature that only use market-year fixed effects to control for unobserved productiv-
ity (e.g., Lipsius, 2018).

More specifically, the interactive fixed effects model assumes that some latent fac-
tors, denoted by ftd, jointly cause HHImt,Wmt and the other observables, with a strength
that is captured by the loading parameters λmd. We can think of ftd as capturing
a series of unobserved national shocks that potentially affect all markets, whereas
λmd measures how market m is affected by such shocks. This is depicted in the di-
rected acyclic graph of Figure 5, where the unobserved common factors are enclosed
within dashed lines and where arrows indicate the direction of causality. Through
the lens of the model presented in Section 2, and as the comparison between Figures
4 and 5 clarifies, these factors ultimately control for the influence of log(AMRPLmt)

on observables. Thus, the effect of HHImt on Wmt is plausibly identified using only
the exogenous variation ξmt.16 In the estimated regression, we are controlling for
λm1 × ft1 + λm2 × ft2 + λm3 × ft3 = αm + αt + αm × αt. Therefore, ft1 = λm2 = 1,
λm1 = αm, ft2 = αt and λm3×ft3 = αm1×αt1. In other words, the first factor is constant
over time (market fixed effects), the second factor is a common time trend, while the
third factor loads on observables in an heterogeneous fashion.

16This flexible factor structure also helps partialling out additional sources of spurious correlation
between labor market power and wages which are not modelled explicitly.
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Figure 5: A DAG summary of the model with interactive fixed effects

HHImt Wmtξmt

λm2 × ft2 λm3 × ft3

λm1 × ft1

(F, Npub)
τ

θ

Note: This figure draws a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the model with interactive fixed effects, where ftd are factors and λtd

are factor loadings (Kneip et al., 2012). The variables are enclosed within dashed lines if they are unobservable. Arrows represent
causal relationship between the variables in the data generating process.

The interactive fixed effects estimator was introduced by Bai (2009), who proposes
an iterative procedure to estimate common factors and factor loadings using principal
component analysis. However, Bai (2009) rules out a large class of nonstationary factor
processes, such as stochastic processes with integration. Therefore, I use the related es-
timator proposed by Kneip et al. (2012), which allows for stationary and nonstationary
common factors by approximating the time-varying unobserved heterogeneity with
smooth nonparametric functions. The optimal factor dimension d is determined using
the sequential testing procedure presented in Kneip et al. (2012). In every regression
estimated in Section 4, this procedure optimally selects a single unobserved factor on
top of the two-way fixed effects structure – consistently with the notation chosen for
equation (6).17

Another concern behind the estimation of regression (6) is that the equation is de-
rived from a symmetric firm model, while firms are asymmetric in size in the data. As
shown in Appendix C.1.1, the relevant measure for labor market concentration in the
model with asymmetric firms is given by the sum of the squared employment shares
of firms operating in the market, or

HHImt =
Nmt∑
f=1

s2ft, (7)

where sft =
lft
Lmt

is the employment share of firm f that operates in market m. This
is the regressor we use in equation (6). The employment dynamics of large firms in
the market are particularly relevant for the evolution of HHImt over time because em-
ployment shares enter equation (7) with a square. This captures the idea that dominant
firms are the main actors behind market power in local labor markets.

17Estimation is carried out with the R package phtt (Bada and Liebl, 2014).
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Finally, Appendix C.2 discusses additional sources of endogeneity in HHImt in the
asymmetric firms model. As in the baseline symmetric firms model, the endogeneity
concerns are ultimately due to the dynamics of market level productivity AMRPLmt.
To the extent that the interactive fixed effects structure accounts for the part of market
level productivity that contemporaneously influences wages and employment con-
centration, we can estimate the effect of labor market power on workers’ earnings
consistently.

3.2.2 Estimating Agglomeration Economies

The market fixed effect αm in equation (6) measures the part of market level produc-
tivity that translates into higher wages. If big cities have a productivity advantage
(e.g., because of the existence of agglomeration economies), then αm will be positively cor-
related with the population of the city in which the local labor market is located. This
can be tested using the following two-step procedure:

Step 1: logWmt = αm + αt + αm1 × αt1 + τHHImt + αXmt + εmt,

Step 2: α̂m = αk + δHHIlogCitySizec + υm.

Step one corresponds to equation (6). Step two takes estimates of αm coming from
step one and regresses them on city size controlling for industry fixed effects αk. We call
δHHI agglomeration elasticity, and we want to test whether δHHI > 0. In Appendix C.3,
I list the assumptions that log(AMRPLmt) needs to obey so that δHHI can be identified
with this strategy.

De la Roca and Puga (2017) estimate this agglomeration elasticity with a similar
procedure and using the same Spanish administrative data. They emphasize that the
estimation of coefficient δHHI in step two is subject to endogeneity concerns because,
for example, highly productive cities encourage workers’ migration (reverse causality
bias). As in their analysis, in Section 3.2.1 I deal with this endogeneity issue with an
IV for city size based on historical determinants of population, plausibly unrelated to
current productivity.

The crucial difference from De la Roca and Puga (2017) is that in their analysis,
labor markets are assumed to be perfectly competitive (HHImt = 0). If labor market
power is relevant and systematically related to city size, ignoring HHImt in step one
leads to estimate a biased agglomeration elasticity. In this case, lower wages in smaller
cities will be entirely attributed to lower productivity levels in those markets and not
to possibly higher levels of labor market power.

Let δ̂ be the estimate of the potentially biased agglomeration elasticity. The formula
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for the relative extent of the bias,
δ̂HHI − δ̂

δ̂
, (8)

is provided in Appendix C.3. In Section C.3.1, I show that the bias disappears if τ = 0

(i.e., if employment concentration has no effect on wages) and/or HHImt is uncorre-
lated with logCitySizec. Equation (8) can be interpreted as the fraction of the city-size
wage premium explained by labor market power.

Finally, Appendix C.3.2 shows that city amenities can further bias the agglomera-
tion elasticity δ. This occurs if the level of amenities is correlated with city size. Sup-
pose, for instance, that amenities are, on average, lower in large urban areas (e.g.,
because of lower air quality). Part of the urban earnings premium may then act as
compensation for individuals to live and work in larger cities despite the higher dis-
amenity levels, while being totally unrelated to agglomeration economies. As shown
in Appendix C.3.2, the bias disappears if an additional control for city amenities is
introduced in step two.18

3.2.3 Estimation With Market Revenue Productivity Control

We have emphasized that endogeneity in the relationship between HHImt and Wmt

is ultimately due to the market level productivity AMRPLmt, which has been treated
until now as an unobserved variable. Controlling for a proxy of AMRPLmt in step one
of the estimation procedure described in Section 3.2.2, in addition to the interactive
fixed effects structure, further alleviates endogeneity concerns.

As it is shown in Appendix C.1.1, given the Cobb-Douglas production function
assumption, AMRPLmt can be rewritten as the employment share weighted average
of each firm’s revenues per worker, i.e.

ÃMRPLmt = θ

Nmt∑
f=1

sft
PftQft

lft
,

a quantity observed in the data.19 ÃMRPLmt approximates AMRPLmt, but may differ
from it because of measurement error and/or because the production function is not

18As explained in Appendix C.3.2, the bias increases with the degree of decreasing returns to scale in
the economy. With a higher degree of decreasing returns to scale, indeed, a positive supply (amenity)
shock leads to lower average productivity in the market. This happens because firms can now hire more
workers for the same wage, and these workers are marginally less productive. Since lower productivity
in the market directly translates into lower wages, amenity differences between small and big cities
have a higher potential to explain the heterogeneity in earnings observed in the data, and failing to
account for urban amenities will lead to a higher bias in the estimated agglomeration elasticity. In the
opposite extreme case of constant returns to scale technology, amenities have no effect on wages and so
cannot bias the agglomeration elasticity.

19I do not observe the degree of decreasing returns to scale θ but, to the extent that the parameter is
constant across local labor markets, this is irrelevant for estimation.
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Cobb-Douglas. Adding the ÃMRPLmt control to equation (6) allows us to account for
variations in market productivity that may not be fully captured by fixed effects αm,
αt and αm1 × αt1.

To compute the agglomeration elasticity δHHI in this context, the two-step proce-
dure in Section 3.2.2 is slightly modified as follows:

Step 0: log(Wmt) = αm + αt + αm1 × αt1 + α1 log(ÃMRPLmt) + αXmt + τHHImt + ϵmt,

Step 1: log(Wmt)− τ̂HHImt = αm + αt + αm1 × αt1 + αXmt + εmt,

Step 2: α̂m = αk + δHHIlogCitySizec + υm.

First, the coefficient τ is estimated in a preliminary step that augments equation
(6) by inserting the productivity proxy ÃMRPLmt as an additional control. The τ esti-
mate obtained from this regression can be used to partial out the effect of labor market
power, τ̂HHImt, from wagesWmt. The partialled out wages are then used as dependent
variable in step one of the procedure to obtain estimates of productivity, captured by
market fixed effects αm, which are not biased by the influence of labor market power
on workers’ earnings. Finally, step two identifies the agglomeration elasticity by re-
gressing the market fixed effects of step one on log city size.

The DAG depicted in Figure 6 highlights the source of variation in HHImt which
identifies the coefficient τ in the preliminary step (step zero) of the strategy. Varia-
tions in HHImt and Wmt originating from the unobserved common factors and from
the observed productivity proxy ÃMRPLmt are accounted for in the model, so that
identification is plausibly driven only by exogenous sources ξmt.

Figure 6: A DAG summary of the model with interactive fixed effects and controlling
for market revenue productivity (ÃMRPLmt)

HHImt Wmtξmt

λm1 × ft1 λm3 × ft3λm2 × ft2

ÃMRPLmt

(F, Npub)
τ

Note: This figure draws a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the model with interactive fixed effects, where ftd are factors and λtd

are factor loadings (Kneip et al., 2012). The variables are enclosed within dashed lines if they are unobservable. Arrows represent
causal relationship between the variables in the data generating process.
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3.2.4 Identification with IV

The estimation procedure described in Section 3.2.2 can be alternatively carried out
using an instrumental variable strategy. Quasi-experimental variations in labor mar-
ket power, unrelated to the productivity process causing endogeneity concerns, can
indeed be used to identify the effect of monopsony power on earnings, and hence, to
estimate the unbiased agglomeration elasticity.

In the model, changes in the local size of the public sector constitute a valid IV for
HHImt because they are unrelated to shocks to AMRPLmt and have an impact on labor
market power. If exogeneity of the instrument holds, then the IV coefficient for HHImt,
τ IV, is well-identified. The δHHI elasticity can then be estimated as in Section 3.2.3, by
first subtracting τ̂ IVHHImt from Wmt and then using the partialled out wages as de-
pendent variable for the two-step procedure. The DAG depicted in Appendix Figure
A1 shows how an instrument Zmt based on the local size of the public sector can iden-
tify coefficient τ IV, sidestepping the endogeneity concerns introduced by unobserved
productivity AMRPLmt.

4 Results

I now present the results for the two-step empirical strategy outlined in Section 3, which
I use to estimate the productivity advantage of big cities in the presence of labor mar-
ket power. After describing the data (Section 4.1) and the labor market controls (Sec-
tion 4.2), the results are shown in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. To address endogeneity con-
cerns, I first use interactive fixed effects and then further control for a proxy of market
level productivity. As a complementary and independent procedure, I also use an in-
strumental variable estimation strategy (Section 4.5). Plausibly exogenous variation
in labor market concentration arises from changes in the size of local public firms in
health- and education-related markets. In line with the exogeneity assumption, I show
that the instrument is unrelated to local revenue productivity.

4.1 Data

The main dataset used in the analysis is Spain’s Continuous Sample of Employment
Histories (Muestra Continua de Vidas Laborales or MCVL). This is a matched employer-
employee panel for a 4% non-stratified random sample of individuals affiliated to the
Spanish Social Security in 2005-2019, obtained by combining administrative data, in-
come tax, and census records. The MCVL allows us to track workers across space
based on their work location. Using this information together with each employer’s
industry, individuals can be assigned to their corresponding local labor market.
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Data on employees’ daily working hours is also provided in the sample. With
this information, we can compute market level mean annual wages Wmt expressed
as euros per day of full-time equivalent work. Earnings in the MCVL come from tax
return data and are not subject to censoring. Information on wages and other workers’
observables are provided for the entire working life of the sampled individuals, when
available. We focus on 2005–2019, the period in which job spells are matched with tax
record data that provide uncensored earnings. Only workers employed in the private
sector are considered when computing Wmt, as public wages tend to be more regulated
and are less likely to respond to labor market concentration.

Employment concentration in the market, HHImt, is also computed using this dataset.
The time series of the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index computed with the MCVL closely
follows the analogous time series computed independently with data on the universe
of Spanish firms from the Spanish Statistical Office (INE), as shown in Appendix Fig-
ure A2. This is checked at the region-sector(2-digit) level, the most granular unit of
analysis for local labor markets in the INE data. Information from the MCVL can be
used to capture the evolution of HHI over time because (i) labor market concentration
is mainly affected by the employment dynamics of big firms, and (ii) employed indi-
viduals in the panel are much more likely to be sampled from large establishments, as
the sample is random across workers. In particular, approximately 80% of all Spanish
establishments with more than ten workers are covered in the MCVL, which ensures
a high representativity level.20 Even if public wages are excluded from the earnings
variable Wmt, vacancies in public firms still constitute relevant outside options for pri-
vate employees in many Spanish local labor markets. Therefore, HHImt is computed
taking into account both private and public firms operating in each market-year.21

The MCVL is also used to measure workers’ experience, years of tenure, educa-
tion (binary indicators for below-secondary, secondary, and tertiary education), and
contract type (temporary or permanent), in addition to their gender and nationality.
Additionally, each worker is assigned to one of ten occupation categories listed in the
social security system, which are meant to capture specific skills required by the job.
Following De la Roca and Puga (2017), these categories have been grouped into five

20To compute the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index, I use the number of individuals sampled in the
MCVL as a proxy for each establishment’s employment level. The number of employees in the sample
is computed for each month and then averaged at the yearly level to compute the HHI time series for
each local labor market. The MCVL does contain information on the real number of employees in each
establishment of the dataset, although the number refers to April of the following year. We can also
use this information, lagged by one year, to compute the HHI. Although the two methods yield similar
results, the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index computed using sampled workers as a proxy for employment
follows more closely the time series of the HHI measured with independent INE data (see Appendix
Figure A2). Therefore, this is the preferred method of choice for the analysis.

21Since public firms tend to be large employees, not accounting for them when computing the
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index could greatly underestimate the extent of labor market power in some
markets.
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skill levels, from low-skiled to very high-skilled.22 Furthermore, aggregate job-to-job
transitions of sampled individuals across 3-digit NACE sectors are used to estimate
industry clusters that are self-contained in terms of workers’ flows, which form the
basis for the definition of local labor markets. Finally, information on the local unem-
ployment rate at the market level is recovered from the sample. Further information
on the dataset is provided in Appendix B.1.

One key piece of information missing in the MCVL is firm level production data.
To compute the market level productivity proxy, ÃMRPLmt, and to control for con-
centration in the product market, Sales HHImt, data on firms’ revenues need to be
used. Therefore, I exploit balance sheet information for the quasi-universe of Spanish
firms during the years 2005-2019 obtained from the Banco de España Data Laboratory
(BELab). Crucially for our purposes, this data source provides information on firms’
headquarters location and their NACE sector code, which can be mapped to my local
labor market definition. Using yearly information on sales and employment provided
in the sample, I can compute the market level Sales HHImt and ÃMRPLmt variables
for the entire period of analysis.

Furthermore, I obtain the coverage of collective agreements, which proxies for the
influence of unions, from the Spanish Ministry of Labor and Social Economy. Addi-
tionally, the share of production exported is computed using data from the Spanish
Ministry of Industry, Trade, and Tourism (DataComex).

Finally, local labor markets are defined as combinations of 76 urban areas and of
clusters of 3-digits NACE subindustries which are self-contained in terms of worker
flows (Section 3.1). I use official definitions of urban areas constructed by Spain’s Min-
istry of Housing in 2008. Urban areas group municipalities linked by commuting and
employment patterns. They cover 68% of Spain’s population and 10% of its surface
area. As in De la Roca and Puga (2017), the population size of urban areas is given
by the number of people within 10 km of the average person in the city, which they
compute on the basis of a 1-km population grid for the year 2006 created by Goerlich
and Cantarino (2013). The advantage of this measure over plain population density,
a popular choice in the related literature measuring the productivity advantages of
large cities (e.g., Combes et al., 2010), is that it is less subject to the noise introduced by
the fact that municipality boundaries may be arbitrarily drawn and may enclose large
uninhabited areas.

22For example, the upper contribution group, which includes very high-skilled occupations, is re-
served for jobs that require an engineering or bachelor’s degree and for top managerial positions.
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4.2 Market-Level Controls

Before presenting the results, this section briefly describes the Xmt vector of variables
that is used as control in step one of the estimation procedure, equation (6).23

Sorting of higher skilled workers into bigger cities could explain part of the city-size
wage premium. Because we do not want sorting to bias the agglomeration elasticity,
we control for workers’ observables in equation (6). Market-year level mean experi-
ence and tenure as well as education, skill level (as described in Section 4.1), contract
type (permanent or temporary), gender, and native shares are included as controls.

Product market power may also bias the estimation, since it could affect wages (Nick-
ell et al., 1994), and it is likely correlated with labor market power and city size. We
control for it with the Sales Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (Sales HHImt), which is de-
fined as the HHImt of equation (7), with the difference that revenues shares are used
instead of employment shares. Controlling for market revenue productivity also helps
to account for oligopoly power in the goods market.

Unions may play an important role in determining wages when labor markets are
imperfectly competitive, by limiting the monopsony power of employers (Azkarate-
Askasua and Zerecero, 2022). The region-sector(1-digit)-year level coverage of collec-
tive agreements is used as a proxy for the importance of unions in the market.24

The local unemployment rate may also be related to HHI; e.g., a concentrated lo-
cal labor market tends to have a higher local unemployment rate, which puts addi-
tional downward pressure on wages. Using the matched employer-employee data,
the unemployment rate can be first computed at the city-year level, and then further
attributed to the local labor market level by using information on the last industry
where unemployed workers used to work before becoming losing their job.

Finally, the exporter status of firms may matter, as exporting firms’ rents could dif-
fer from those of non-exporting firms due to selection and product market competi-
tion effects (Bernard and Jensen, 1999). Additionally, the product market of firms in
non-traded sectors is geographically limited to the urban areas in which they operate,
which could affect their revenue productivity and, hence, the wage they offer. As a
proxy for both the exporter status of firms and the tradability of their final products,
the sector (2-digit) year level share of production devoted to exports is inserted as
control in equation (6).

23Despite the Xmt subscript, not all controls vary at the market-year level – as it is made clear below.
24In a study on the Spanish economy, Arellano et al. (2002) argue that union affiliation is relatively

low in Spain and that the coverage of collective agreements is a better proxy for the impact of unions
on wage determination.
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4.3 OLS with Interactive Fixed Effects

Results for the two-step procedure

Step 1: logWmt = αm + αt + αm1 × αt1 + τHHImt + αXmt + εmt,

Step 2: α̂m = αk + δHHIlogCitySizec + υm,

with and without controlling for HHImt in step one, are presented in Table 1.
Columns (1), (2), and (3) report estimates for the step one regression with market-

year, city-year and industry-year, and interactive market-year fixed effects, respec-
tively. The coefficient of HHI is similar across specifications, and shows that labor
market concentration is associated with lower earnings. In the preferred specification
with interactive fixed effects, column (3), moving from HHImt = 0 (perfect competi-
tion in the labor market) to HHImt = 1 (single monopsonist case) is associated with a
decrease in mean wages of approximately 8%.

When labor market power is not controlled for, regressing the market fixed effects
of step one against log city size yields an agglomeration elasticity estimate of 0.093
(column (4)). This elasticity is reduced to 0.073 when we control for HHImt in step
one (column (5)) using the interactive fixed effects model as the baseline. Because
labor market power is negatively correlated with city size and has a sizeable impact on
wages, failing to account for differences in monopsony power between small and large
urban areas biases the agglomeration elasticity upward. This occurs because lower
wages in smaller cities are entirely attributed to lower productivity levels in those
markets and not to higher levels of labor market power. Therefore, not controlling
for HHI in step one leads to lower estimates of the market fixed effects in small urban
areas and, hence, to a higher estimated agglomeration elasticity (see Appendix Figure
A3). By computing the relative extent of the bias using formula (8), we conclude that
labor-market power accounts for approximately 18% of the city-size wage premium.

The agglomeration elasticity estimates in columns (4) and (5) of Table 1 suffer from
endogeneity concerns. On the one hand, reverse causality issues arise as high wages
offered in productive cities attract migrants, which increases city size. On the other
hand, omitted variable bias may originate from unobserved city characteristics that
jointly increase wages and attract worker migration.

To address these concerns, I use an IV based on the historical determinants of pop-
ulation for the city size variable. As in De la Roca and Puga (2017), the variables used
to instrument log city size are historical population figures for 1900, historical trans-
portation networks (number of roman roads within 25 km from the city center), and
geographical variables that likely influenced early settlement patterns but are arguably
uncorrelated with current productivity levels (i.e. land fertility, water availability, ter-
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rain slope, and elevation).25 As Appendix Table A1 shows, the instruments are jointly
and individually significant. The agglomeration elasticity estimates are slightly larger
when we use this IV (see Appendix Table A2). Nonetheless, the relative extent of the
bias coming from the omission of labor market power controls in Step 1 is virtually
unchanged at 18%. This is in line with the fact that endogeneity of city size does not
constitute a significant threat to identification in this type of analysis (Combes et al.,
2010).

Table 1: OLS estimates

Step 1: logW Step 2: α̂m

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Log City Size 0.0929∗∗∗ 0.0765∗∗∗

(0.0059) (0.0056)
HHI -0.0738∗∗∗ -0.0613∗∗∗ -0.0813∗∗∗

(0.0141) (0.0200) (0.0098)
Sales HHI -0.0101 -0.0050 -0.0141∗

(0.0072) (0.0074) (0.0078)

Labor Market Controls ✓ ✓ ✓

Interactive Market-Year FE ✓

City-Year, Industry-Year FE ✓

Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Market FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Industry FE Absorbed Absorbed Absorbed ✓ ✓

R2 0.85 0.86 0.95 0.38 0.38
Observations 64,246 64,246 48,270 5,027 5,027

Step 1 with HHI ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of Step 1 regressions (columns (1)-(3)) and of Step 2 regressions when HHI is included in Step
1 (columns (5)) or not included (column (4)), in line with the procedure presented in Section 3.2.2. Labor market controls include
average worker experience and tenure years, share of workers with high school and university education levels, share of jobs
by task content (five skill levels), share of workers covered by collective agreements (unions), contract type shares (temporary or
permanent), share of Spanish native citizens, share of male workers, and share of exported revenue. The market fixed effects used
as dependent variable in column (5) are estimated in column (3). Standard errors are clustered at the market level in columns (1)
and (2), and at the industry level in columns (4) and (5). *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.

Finally, in Appendix Tables A3 and A4 we compare the previously estimated agglom-
eration elasticities with those obtained by controlling for a set of city amenities in step
two. Natural amenities include precipitation, distance from the coast, mean tempera-
ture, and the percentage of land with water within 25 km of the city center (Table A3).

25Details on measurement and on historical and geographical data sources, which include Goerlich
and Azagra (2006) and McCormick et al. (2008), can be found in De la Roca and Puga (2017).
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Along with these plausibly exogenous amenities, other relevant urban amenities that
are endogenous to city size are also included in Table A4: pollution (NO2 concentra-
tion levels), mean commuting time, crimes per person and cinemas per person.26 The
estimate of the productivity advantage of large cities remains virtually unchanged
when exogenous amenities are considered. However, the estimated agglomeration
elasticity decreases when we also account for endogenous city amenities (column (2)
of Table A4). This is because this set of amenities tends to be negatively correlated
with city size (e.g., larger cities are more polluted and have more crimes), and work-
ers want to be compensated more to live in cities with low amenities.27 The wage
premium offered in larger urban areas can then be partly explained as compensation
for the disamenities arising from living in dense cities and is not entirely attributed to
higher productivity levels.

Importantly, the extent of the agglomeration elasticity bias due to the omission of
labor market power, computed using formula (8), is estimated to be similar to the
one previously obtained in Table 1, when city amenities were not taken into account.
Differences in the degree of imperfect competition in the labor market between cities
of varying sizes account for approximately 18-20% of the city-size wage premium,
depending on whether only exogenous or both endogenous and exogenous amenities
are considered.

4.4 Robustness

4.4.1 Revenue Productivity, Local Unemployment, and Recession Years

In Appendix Table A5, we estimate the usual two-step procedure and additionally con-
trol for revenue productivity (ÃMRPLmt) in step one, as described in Section 3.2.3. From
columns (1) to (6), we progressively control for an increasingly flexible set of fixed ef-
fects: city, industry, and year; market and year; market, city-year, and industry-year;
and interactive market-year fixed effects. The measured productivity log(ÃMRPL)
positively affects log wages, but its associated coefficient shrinks as we saturate the
regression with fixed effects. However, the coefficients of HHI are virtually the same
as those estimated in the baseline regressions in Table 1.28 This finding suggests that,
as highlighted in Section 3.2.1, the flexible fixed effects structure captures the variation

26Controlling for commuting time is also important as it constitutes an additional spatial source of
monopsony within cities (Datta, 2022).

27The estimates for the agglomeration elasticity are reduced to 0.0636 and 0.0795, in case the HHImt

control is, respectively, inserted or not inserted in step one.
28The interactive fixed effects estimator of Kneip et al. (2012) only works with a balanced panel.

Because the log(ÃMRPL) information is missing for some market-year combinations, markets with
missing information are dropped, and the number of observations is reduced from columns (3) to (6).
For comparability, column (4) estimates the same regression as column (3), but with the balanced sample
used in column (6).
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in log(AMRPL) and allows us to estimate the effect of HHImt on Wmt in an arguably
consistent manner.

As further robustness checks, I also control for the local unemployment rate at the
market level and I exclude periods with large business-cycle fluctuations (years 2008-
2012). As can be seen by comparing columns (2) and (3) of Appendix Table A6 with
column (1), the HHI estimates are very similar for these alternative specifications.

The agglomeration elasticity obtained from these robustness exercises is similar to
that of the baseline. Labor market power accounts for approximately 20% of the city-
size wage premium.

4.4.2 Alternative Definitions of Local Labor Markets

Instead of using self-contained markets estimated with worker flows, we can use the
definitions of markets that are more standard in the literature: city-industry or city-
occupation combinations (e.g., Azar et al., 2020, Benmelech et al., 2022). I have 75
2-digit industries in my data and I can define 75 proxy for occupations (15 1-digit
industries × 5 skill groups).29 Again, the results are similar when using alternative
market definitions, as can be seen by comparing columns (4) and (5) of Appendix
Table A6 with column (1).

4.5 IV with Changes in Size of Public Sector

Next, I use an IV strategy to estimate the agglomeration elasticity. In particular, I
instrument the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index with changes in the local size of the pub-
lic sector, following the procedure described in Appendix Section 3.2.4. While Guil-
louzouic et al. (2022) is a recent paper that highlights that public firms tend to be
relatively large, and so are likely to exert substantial monopsony power on workers,
I am aware of no study in the literature that directly uses changes in the size of local
public firms as an instrument for HHI.30

To fix ideas, imagine a labor market for nurses in a small city, where the only em-
ployers operating are a large public hospital and a small private hospital. After a year,
the public hospital shrinks for reasons unrelated to local economic conditions (e.g., a
regional election leading to a change in governmental policies at a higher administra-
tive level), whereas the private hospital increases in size for reasons that are potentially
endogenous to the business cycle. This stylized example is illustrated in Figure 7.

29As described in Appendix Section B.1, the skill group categories reported in the administrative
dataset can be used to define a proxy of occupations.

30Arnold (2022), Benmelech et al. (2022), and Prager and Schmitt (2021) exploit mergers and acqui-
sitions events as a source of exogenous variation in labor market concentration. Yet, these events are
likely to be partly driven by local economic conditions that may contemporaneously affect earnings.
To alleviate concerns about the validity of the IV, the authors either control for labor productivity or
perform a series of robustness checks.
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Figure 7: A local labor market with two firms

↑Wpriv

Public
Private

Note: This figure draws a stylized example of a local labor market with a big public firm and a small private firm. The public firm
shrinks while the private firm increases in size, which reduces labor market power and puts upward pressure on private wages.

Prior to changes in the size of the two firms in the local labor market, nurses seek-
ing employment were likely to find open positions only in the much larger public
hospital, which could act as a de facto monopsonist and pay workers less than their
marginal product. The private hospital could take this market wage as given, hav-
ing no reason to pay nurses more than the public hospital. After the employment
changes have substantially reduced the firms’ size gap, however, the private hospital
has become a relevant competitor employer. The resulting increase in labor market
competition should, all else equal, push nurses’ wages up – as employees with more
outside options have some bargaining power to turn down bad offers. The proposed
IV strategy only exploits the (plausibly exogenous) variation in HHI due to changes in
the size of the public hospital while focusing on the wages offered by the private firm
as the relevant outcome.31

I construct the IV by computing the mechanical impact that the employment changes
of local public firms have on HHI. This instrument estimates the evolution of the
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index in each period had only public firms altered their em-
ployment levels as recorded in the data, disregarding the impact of private firms. The
construction of the IV, denoted by ĤHIpub, is detailed in Appendix B.2. Similarly, the
impact on HHI caused by changes in the employment of local private firms only is
denoted by ĤHIpriv (see Section B.2). Figure 8 shows how ĤHIpriv and ĤHIpub evolve
over time.

31In both the OLS and IV regressions, public wages are not considered because they are likely more
rigid in the short-run and should respond less to variations in HHI. In addition, compensation in the
public sector may be directly affected by the IV (i.e., a change in policy at the regional level affecting
public employment and wages), which would violate exogeneity of the instrument. In the rest of the
section, I estimate a battery of related regressions that lend credibility to the exogeneity assumption.
Among these robustness exercises, I show that the effect of the instrument on public wages is not sig-
nificant.
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Figure 8

(i) ĤHIpriv (ii) ĤHIpub

Note: This figure plots the evolution of ĤHIpriv and ĤHIpub over time. ĤHIpriv denotes changes in HHI coming from private

firms, whereas ĤHIpub denotes changes in HHI coming from public firms. Point estimates and standard errors are year fixed
effects of two separate regressions where market fixed effects and all sectors are included. The year 2005 is excluded because the
variables ĤHIpriv and ĤHIpub are defined in changes with respect to the previous year, whereas the year 2006 is the excluded
fixed effect. Recession years are highlighted in grey. The quarterly periods of recession in Spain were 2008Q2-2009Q4 and 2010Q4-
2013Q2 (Source: Spanish Business Cycle Dating Committee, Spanish Economic Association).

It can be seen that the evolution of ĤHIpriv has a clear business cycle component:
the negative productivity shocks that come with recessions lead to firms’ exit and hurt
small establishments more than larger ones, which leads, with some lag, to an increase
in employment concentration. The opposite occurs during periods of expansion, and
ĤHIpriv tends to decrease as a consequence. The evolution of ĤHIpub is much less
related to the business cycle, which lends credibility to the instrument’s exogeneity
assumption.

As described in the DAG of Appendix Figure A1, exogeneity of the IV hinges on
two assumptions. First, changes in the size of local public firms in some market-year
must not be related to the productivity AMRPLmt of establishments operating in the
same market, conditional on market and year fixed effects. Second, the only relevant
(short-run) consequence of a change in ĤHIpub for the wage-setting behavior of estab-
lishments in the market, conditional on market and year FE, is that it affects HHImt in
the local labor market.

To check whether changes in public employment are correlated with shocks to lo-
cal economic conditions that contemporaneously affect earnings Wmt, I check whether
revenue productivity (ÃMRPLmt) is a statistically significant predictor of the instru-
ment ĤHIpub. Results are reported in Appendix Table A7.32 Productivity is negatively
related to ĤHIpriv, which is in line with the plot of Figure 8 panel (i). Although the

32Because the dependent variables ĤHIpub and ĤHIpriv are vectors of numbers between 0 and 1, I
estimate a set of logit regressions.
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effect has a lower statistical significance level, productivity is also positively related
to ĤHIpub, which raises concerns about the instrument’s validity. Therefore, I restrict
the attention to health- and education-related markets to isolate a set of industries in
which movements in local public employment are less likely to be related to the busi-
ness cycle. Indeed, as Columns (2) and (4) of Table A7 show, revenue productivity in
these markets is not significantly related to either ĤHIpriv or, importantly, ĤHIpub. In
the rest of the IV analysis, I restrict my attention to this set of health and education re-
lated industries and claim that the instrument is exogenous conditional on market and
year fixed effects.33 Approximately 60% of the total public employment in my sample
are in the health and education sectors, and around 55% of workers in these markets
are employed by public firms. Hence, these sectors cover a significant share of public
employment.

The IV strategy hinges on the assumption that firms in the private and public sec-
tors belonging to the same industry and city are part of the same local labor market.
Our sample shows that worker flows between private and public firms in health and
education related markets are indeed high: among workers that change jobs within
markets, approximately 10% switch from the private to the public sector or vice-versa.
If job-to-job flows are not restricted to be within markets, the fraction of private-public
or public-private switches out of the total increases to around 20%. Additionally, as
can be seen in Appendix Table A8, private and public wages in the same local labor
market are similarly affected by changes in HHI, which suggests that public and pri-
vate firms in the same industry and city belong to the same local labor market.

Because HHI is a number bounded between 0 and 1, I estimate a nonlinear first
stage for the IV.34 In my preferred specification, the prediction exercise is carried out
with a random forest algorithm to allow for a high degree of nonlinear interactions be-
tween regressors.35 In Section 4.5.1 I also present the results obtained using a logit first
stage for comparison. The baseline results are presented in Table 2. Columns (1) and

33The markets include the following industries: “Medical and dental activities”, “Hospital activities”,
“Social service activities for the elderly and the disabled”, “Assistance in residential facilities for the el-
derly and the disabled”, “Assistance in residential care facilities with health care”, “Residential care ac-
tivities for persons with intellectual disabilities, mental illness and drug addiction”, “Other residential
care activities”, “Other social work activities”, “Other health-related activities”, “Pre-primary educa-
tion”, “Primary education”, “Secondary education”, “Postsecundary education”, “Research activities”
,“Research and development in Social Sciences and Humanities”, “Auxiliary activities to education”,
“Other educational activities”.

34Because the endogenous regression is bounded, the nonlinear first stage prediction must be used as
instrument (Kelejian, 1971). In practice, I use a three-step procedure, where I first estimate a nonlinear
“stage zero” with HHI as dependent variable and ĤHIpub as regressor (along with controls and fixed-
effects), using the random forest algorithm. Then, I take the predicted values from the previous step
and, together with the controls and fixed-effects, but without ĤHIpub, I use them as regressors in a linear
first-stage regression. Finally, I estimate the second stage as usual.

35To avoid overfitting, the model is trained with two thirds of the sample, whereas the remaining
third is used for prediction.
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(2) report the OLS estimates for the overall and IV samples (health and education mar-
kets), whereas columns (3) and (4) report the IV estimates and the new agglomeration
elasticity.

The IV strategy confirms that higher levels of labor market concentration lead to
lower earnings; moving from perfect competition in the labor market to the single
monopsonist case is associated with a decrease in wages of approximately 14.5%. The
estimated IV effect is slightly larger than the OLS coefficient estimates for the HHI in
the same set of health and education markets. Given the IV result, the new estimated
agglomeration elasticity is 0.063 and labor market power is estimated to account for
approximately 30% of the city-size wage premium.

Similar to the findings in Arnold (2022) and Benmelech et al. (2022), OLS estimates
appear to underestimate the causal effect of HHI on wages identified by the instru-
ment. The IV coefficient I find is similar to the ones that Benmelech et al. (2022) and
Prager and Schmitt (2021) estimate for the U.S. context, using merger-induced varia-
tion in employment concentration for identification.36 By comparing columns (2) and
(1), it also appears that the LATE effect is stronger than the treatment effect in the full
sample, which partially explains the difference between the OLS and IV estimates. The
first stage F-statistic is well above the conventional thresholds associated with strong
instruments. The first stage and the reduced form are reported in columns (1) and (2)
of Appendix Table A9.

4.5.1 Robustness

As a further check of the instrument’s validity, I estimate the impact of IV on public
wages. The concern is that earnings in the public sector may change with ĤHIpub for
reasons unrelated to the overall change in employment concentration (e.g., a regional
government that decides to invest more in the public sector and increases public em-
ployment and wages simultaneously). Since public wages are the relevant outside
options for workers employed in private firms operating in the same local labor mar-
ket, this channel would create a direct link between ĤHIpub and earnings that is not
mediated by HHI, which violates exogeneity. However, the effect of the instrument on
public wages is not significant (see column (3) of Table A9).

36In Table 1 of their 2019 working paper, Prager and Schmitt (2021) linearly relate log wages to
changes in HHI predicted by the merger and acquisition IV. They report estimates of −0.128 and −0.198
for nursing and pharmacy employees and for skilled workers, respectively (the coefficient for unskilled
workers is not statistically significant). The −0.145 coefficient that I find in Table 2 falls within this win-
dow. Benmelech et al. (2022) find an IV estimate of −0.041 for log HHI. I find that the OLS coefficients of
regressions that estimate the effect of log HHI, instead of HHI, on wages tend to be approximately 3.35
times lower. This back-of-the-envelope adjustment gives an estimated coefficient of −0.135, which is
very close to the IV estimate in Table 2. The estimates in Arnold (2022) are instead not directly compara-
ble, because they are presented as wage elasticities to top quartile log changes in HHI in above-median
concentration markets.
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Table 2: IV estimates

Step 1: logW Step 2: α̂m

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log City Size 0.0628∗∗∗

(0.0052)
HHI -0.0734∗∗∗ -0.1044∗∗∗ -0.1449∗∗

(0.0132) (0.0279) (0.0623)

Labor Market Controls ✓ ✓ ✓
Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓
Market FE ✓ ✓ ✓
Industry FE Absorbed Absorbed Absorbed ✓
R2 0.85 0.82 0.33 0.38
Observations 70,569 13,572 13,572 5,027

Estimation Method OLS OLS IV OLS
F-test (First Stage) – – 2,561 –
All Markets ✓ ✓
Education and Health Markets ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of Steps 1 and 2 regressions with OLS and IV. Labor market controls include average worker
experience and tenure years, share of workers with high school and university education level, share of jobs by task content (five
skill levels), share of workers covered by collective agreements (unions), contract types shares (temporary or permanent), share of
Spanish native citizens, share of male workers, share of exported revenue. The market fixed effects used as the dependent variable
in Column (4) are recovered using the HHI coefficient estimate in Column (3). Standard errors are clustered at the market level
in columns (1), (2), and (3), and at the industry level in column (4). *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.

The IV results obtained using a logit model instead of the random forest algorithm
to construct the instrument are reported in Appendix Table A10. Further alternative
IV specifications are presented in Table A11. Column (1) reports the baseline IV re-
gression with an additional market revenue productivity control. In column (2), the
IV sample is restricted to the health and education industries with the highest worker
flows between the public and private firms (i.e., industries with higher than median
worker flows). Finally, column (3) reports IV estimates for the full sample, that is,
the sample not restricted to markets related to the health and education sectors. In
all these alternative specifications, the IV coefficients for HHI are slightly larger, but
comparable to the baseline result.37

4.6 Employment Effects

Larger cities tend to have higher employment levels due to the higher productivity of
firms in these locations and larger market size. The model predicts that monopsony
has a negative impact on total market employment, as firms exert labor market power
by restricting both wages and employment simultaneously. Because labor markets

37Estimates range from −0.167 to −0.216.
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in larger cities tend to be more competitive, this could explain part of the difference
in employment between larger and smaller cities. To quantify the importance of this
channel, I apply the two-step procedure of Section 3.2.2 using log market employment
instead of wages as the outcome variable in Step 1.

Because both employment and HHI are equilibrium objects that may be simulta-
neously caused by market unobservables, endogeneity issues arise as they did in the
preceding sections. A similar set of strategies is carried out to address these concerns.
This includes controlling for a large number of fixed effects (market, year, city-year,
industry-year), accounting for observable market characteristics, revenue productiv-
ity, and the unemployment rate, and using the same instrumental variable for HHI
outlined in Section 4.5.38

The results of Step 1 can be found in Appendix Table A12. The OLS estimates for
the elasticity of market employment (log Lmt) with respect to HHI range from -0.7 to
-1.5, while the IV coefficient is -1.67. The estimates for the elasticity of market em-
ployment to HHI are comparable to, though generally larger than, the unit elasticity
implied by the model with symmetric firms and constant returns to scale (see equa-
tion (13) of Appendix Section C.1.2). Elasticities that in absolute value are larger than
-1 suggest that firms have decreasing returns to scale.

The elasticity of market employment to city size, computed with the two-step
procedure and without accounting for HHI in Step 1, is positive and significant. It
ranges from 1.5 to 1.67, as reported in columns (1)-(3) of Table A13, depending on
whether we control for city amenities or we instrument for city size with historical
determinants of population as in Section 4.3. Because part of the lower employment
in smaller cities can be attributed to higher labor market power in those locations, the
employment-size elasticity is reduced if we account for HHI in Step 1. The new esti-
mated employment-size elasticities are reported in columns (4)-(6) of Table A13 and
in columns (4)-(6) of Table A14. The first table uses the HHI coefficient obtained from
the preferred OLS specification of Step 1, which includes the full set of fixed effects
and controls for revenue productivity and the unemployment rate, whereas the sec-
ond table uses the HHI coefficient obtained by estimating Step 1 with the IV based on
changes in the local size of the public sector.

Using the Step 1 coefficient of -0.7 coming from the OLS specification, we estimate
that labor market power accounts for 6–6.6% of the employment gap between small
and large cities, depending on whether we control for city amenities or predict city size
with the instrument. If we utilize the IV coefficient of -1.67, monopsony is estimated
to account for 14.5-16% of the employment gap between small and large cities, again
depending on whether amenities are considered or city size is instrumented.

38The measure of market employment that I use as dependent variable is restricted to private firms
and is based on the actual number of employees reported by the establishments in the sample.
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5 Conclusion

Local labor markets in larger cities tend to be more competitive. If firms in small cities
have higher labor market power and pay workers less than their marginal products,
this could generate part of the city-size wage premium observed in the data. I use
administrative data for Spain to quantify this channel.

A Rosen-Roback model with imperfect competition in the labor market rationalizes
the correlation between labor market concentration and wages observed in the data as
a spatial equilibrium in which neither firms nor workers have an incentive to move.
The model also guides the empirical strategy.

I use two complementary approaches for identification. First, I flexibly control for
latent productivity with a set of interactive market-year fixed effects, which are esti-
mated on top of the usual two-way structure assumed in the related literature. I then
exploit the quasi-experimental variation in labor market power due to changes in the
local size of the public sector. The estimates I obtain with both strategies are compa-
rable in magnitude. My results suggest that differences in labor market power across
urban areas are an important factor driving the city-size wage premium, accounting
for 20-30% of the observed wage difference between small and large cities. Similarly,
these differences in monopsony power are responsible for 6-15% of the employment
gap between locations of different population size.

The result that the urban wage premium and the employment gap between small
and large cities are at least partially attributable to labor market power has a range
of implications that warrant further investigation. For instance, it is indicative of an-
other cost associated with restrictive land use regulations in large, productive cities.
Moreover, it may suggest the need for a more spatially-oriented approach to antitrust
policy. Additionally, it provides insight into discussions surrounding the decentral-
ization of government employment, potentially as a means of promoting competition
in smaller cities.
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Appendix

This Appendix is organized as follows. Section A contains additional tables and
figures referenced in the text. Section B provides details about the data and the con-
struction of the instrument. Section C presents further details and extensions of the
model and the estimation strategy.

A Additional Figures and Tables

Figure A1: Identification of τ IV using the size of local public firms as IV for HHImt

HHImt Wmt

AMRPLmt

Labor Supplymt

Zmt

A

β

Npub τ IV
θ

Note: This figure draws a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of the IV model. The variables are enclosed within dashed lines if they
are unobservable. Arrows represent causal relationship between the variables in the data generating process.
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Figure A2: Mean HHI

Note: This figure plots the time series of the employment HHI computed with MCVL (yellow line) and INE data (blue line).
Markets are defined at the regional (Comunidad Autónoma) and 2-digit NACE sector level. The national level weighted average
of HHI is computed using market employment as weight. The scales of the vertical axes are such that equal percentage changes
over time of HHI are represented equivalently in the two series. INE data comes from the Demografía Armonizada de Empresas,
which measures the stock of all establishments operating in Spain by dividing them into bins of establishments with 1-4 employ-
ees, 5-9 employees, and more than 10 employees. The average number of workers per firm in each category is recovered using
the MCVL, so that the approximate employment distribution of firms from INE data can be recovered accordingly. This allows
us to compute the employment HHI using the INE data. For comparibility, establishments in the MCVL are equally categorized
in bins of 1-4 employees, of 5-9 employees, and more than 10 employees. The HHI is then computed with MCVL data using the
same procedure.

Figure A3: Market fixed effects of regression (6)

Note: This figure plots the market fixed effects of regression (6) as a function of the size of the city where markets are located.
The market fixed effects are separately estimated by controlling and not controlling for HHI (yellow and blue dots, respectively).
Market fixed effects are averaged at the city level. City size is population within 10km of the average resident (De la Roca and
Puga, 2017).
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Table A1: First stage regression of IV for city size

Log City Size

Log City Size in 1900 0.6538∗∗∗

(0.0017)
Fertile Land Within 25km (%) 0.0143∗∗∗

(0.0002)
Water Within 25km (%) 0.0058∗∗∗

(0.0000)
Steep Terrain Within 25km (%) -0.0134∗∗∗

(0.0001)
Log Mean Elevation Within 25km (%) 0.2800∗∗∗

(0.0025)
Roman Road Rays Within 25km 0.0694∗∗∗

(0.0009)

Industry FE ✓

R2 0.66
Observations 5,027
F-test 1,591

Note: This table reports estimates of the first stage regression for the IV strategy of the log city size variable in Step 2. Standard
errors are clustered at the industry level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.

Table A2: Step 2 regression with and without IV

α̂m

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log City Size 0.0929∗∗∗ 0.0765∗∗∗

(0.0059) (0.0056)
̂Log City Size 0. 1018∗∗∗ 0.0835∗∗∗

(0.0067) (0.0063)

Industry FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.39
Observations 5,027 5,027 5,027 5,027

Estimation Method OLS IV OLS IV
F-test (First Stage) – 1,591 – 1,591
Step 1 with HHI ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of the Step 2 regression with and without IV (columns (2) and (4) vs. columns (1) and (3)), and
with and without the HHI control variable in Step 1 (columns (3) and (4) vs. columns (1) and (2)). Standard errors are clustered
at the industry level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table A3: Step 2 regression with and without controlling for natural city amenities

α̂m

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log City Size 0.0929∗∗∗ 0.0952∗∗∗ 0.0765∗∗∗ 0.0790∗∗∗

(0.0059) (0.0063) (0.0056) (0.0058)
Log Precipitations 0.0154∗∗ 0.0111

(0.0070) (0.0069)
Log Distance from Coast 0.0069∗∗ 0.0042

(0.0033) (0.0033)
Log Mean Temperature -0.0408∗ -0.0487∗∗

(0.0240) (0.0234)
Water Within 25km (%) 0.0001 -0.0000

(0.0002) (0.0002)

Industry FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.39
Observations 5,027 5,027 5,027 5,027

Step 1 with HHI ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of the Step 2 regression with and without natural amenities controls (columns (1) and (3) vs.
columns (2) and (4)), and with and without the HHI control variable in Step 1 (columns (3) and (4) vs. columns (1) and (2)).
Standard errors are clustered at the industry level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table A4: Step 2 regression with and without controlling for natural and endogenous
city amenities

α̂m

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log City Size 0.0929∗∗∗ 0.0795∗∗∗ 0.0765∗∗∗ 0.0636∗∗∗

(0.0059) (0.0081) (0.0056) (0.0077)
Log Precipitations 0.0202∗∗∗ 0.0157∗∗

(0.0069) (0.0068)
Log Distance from Coast 0.0131∗∗∗ 0.0093∗∗

(0.0046) (0.0045)
Log Mean Temperature -0.0570∗∗ -0.0616∗∗

(0.0244) (0.0238)
Water Within 25km (%) 0.0006∗∗ 0.0004∗

(0.0003) (0.0002)
Log Pollution (NO2 Conc.) 0.0379∗∗∗ 0.0311∗∗∗

(0.0083) (0.0081)
Log Mean Commuting Time -0.0467 -0.0273

(0.0330) (0.0323)
Log Crimes per Person 0.0527∗∗∗ 0.0414∗∗∗

(0.0077) (0.0075)
Log Cinemas per Person 0.0308∗∗∗ 0.0344∗∗∗

(0.0110) (0.0108)

Industry FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.39
Observations 5,027 5,027 5,027 5,027

Step 1 with HHI ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of the Step 2 regression with and without natural and endogenous amenities controls (columns
(1) and (3) vs. columns (2) and (4)), and with and without the HHI control variable in Step 1 (columns (3) and (4) vs. columns (1)
and (2)). Standard errors are clustered at the industry level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table A5: Step 1 regression controlling for revenue productivity

logW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

HHI -0.1047∗∗∗ -0.0982∗∗∗ -0.0738∗∗∗ -0.0469∗∗ -0.0613∗∗∗ -0.0816∗∗∗

(0.0176) (0.0171) (0.0140) (0.0200) (0.0141) (0.0098)
Sales HHI 0.0299∗∗∗ 0.0192∗ -0.0100 -0.0133 -0.0049 -0.0218∗∗

(0.0109) (0.0110) (0.0076) (0.0086) (0.0079) (0.0075)
Log Productivity (AMRPL) 0.0251∗∗∗ 0.0000 0.0030 -0.0001 0.0080∗∗

(0.0056) (0.0031) (0.0034) (0.0031) (0.0028)

Labor Market Controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Interactive FE ✓

City-Year, Industry-Year FE ✓

Market FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

City FE ✓ ✓ Absorbed Absorbed Absorbed Absorbed
Industry FE ✓ ✓ Absorbed Absorbed Absorbed Absorbed
R2 0.71 0.71 0.85 0.89 0.86 0.89
Observations 64,246 64,246 64,246 48,270 64,246 48,270

Panel Unbalanced Unbalanced Unbalanced Balanced Unbalanced Balanced

Note: This table reports estimates of Step 1 regressions controlling for revenue productivity. Labor market controls include
average worker experience and tenure years, share of workers with high school and university education level, share of jobs
by task content (five skill levels), share of workers covered by collective agreements (unions), contract types shares (temporary
or permanent), share of Spanish native citizens, share of male workers, share of exported revenue. The interactive fixed effects
estimator of Kneip et al. (2012) used in column (6) only works with balanced panels. Since the Log Productivity (AMRPL)
information is missing for some market-year combinations, markets with missing information are dropped, and the number of
observations is reduced from column (3) to (6). For comparability, column (4) estimates the same regression as column (3), but
with the balanced sample used in column (6). Standard errors are clustered at the city-industry level in (1) and (2) and the market
level in (3), (4) and (5). *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table A6: Step 1 regression controlling for local unemployment, excluding recession
years and using alternative definitions of local labor markets

logW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

HHI -0.0738∗∗∗ -0.0756∗∗∗ -0.0715∗∗∗ -0.0521∗∗∗ -0.0867∗∗∗

(0.0140) (0.0160) (0.0150) (0.0115) (0.0156)
Sales HHI -0.0101 -0.0056 -0.0128 -0.0049 0.0233∗∗

(0.0072) (0.0076) (0.0089) (0.0068) (0.0097)
Log Productivity (AMRPL) 0.0016

(0.0033)
Unemployment Rate 0.0224

(0.0684)

Labor Market Controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Market FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.95
Observations 64,246 59,540 42,738 30,889 48,270

Sample All Years All Years No Recession 2d Industry 1d Industry
(2005-2019) (2005-2019) (2008-2012) Market & Skill Mkt

Note: This table reports estimates of Step 1 regressions controlling for local unemployment, excluding recession years and using
alternative definitions of local labor markets (2-digit industry-city and 1-digit industry-skill level-city). Labor market controls
include average worker experience and tenure years, share of workers with high school and university education level, share
of workers covered by collective agreements (unions), contract types shares (temporary or permanent), share of Spanish native
citizens, share of male workers, share of exported revenue. Standard errors are clustered at the market level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05,
***p<0.01.
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Table A7: Effect of revenue productivity on ĤHIpriv and ĤHIpub

ĤHIpriv ĤHIpub

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log Productivity (AMRPL) -0.0403∗∗ -0.0314 0.0829∗ 0.0409
(0.0169) (0.0425) (0.0451) (0.0352)

Labor Market Controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Market FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.68 0.72 0.80 0.83
Observations 59,979 10,292 10,007 6,385

All Markets ✓ ✓

Education and Health Markets ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of the effect of revenue productivity on ĤHIpriv and ĤHIpub. All markets are included in
columns (1) and (3), whereas only education and health-related labor markets are included in columns (2) and (4). Such markets
include the following industries: “Medical and dental activities”, “Hospital activities”, “Social service activities for the elderly
and the disabled”, “Assistance in residential facilities for the elderly and the disabled”, “Assistance in residential care facilities
with health care”, “Residential care activities for persons with intellectual disabilities, mental illness and drug addiction”, “Other
residential care activities”, “Other social work activities”, “Other health-related activities”, “Pre-primary education”, “Primary
education”, “Secondary education”, “Postsecundary education”, “Research activities” ,“Research and development in Social
Sciences and Humanities”, “Auxiliary activities to education”, “Other educational activities”. Labor market controls include
average worker experience and tenure years, share of workers with high school and university education level, share of jobs by
task content (five skill levels), share of workers covered by collective agreements (unions), contract types shares (temporary or
permanent), share of spanish native citizens, share of male workers, share of exported revenue. Logit model. Standard errors are
clustered at the market level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.

Table A8: Effect of HHI on private, public, and overall wages

Wpriv Wpub Wall

(1) (2) (3)

HHI -0.0734∗∗∗ -0.0713∗ -0.0733∗∗∗

(0.0132) (0.0415) (0.0127)

Labor Market Controls ✓ ✓ ✓

Market FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.85 0.87 0.86
Observations 70,569 11,987 71,527

Private Firms ✓ ✓

Public Firms ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of the effect of HHI on private, public, and overall wages. Labor market controls include
average worker experience and tenure years, share of workers with high school and university education level, share of jobs by
task content (five skill levels), share of workers covered by collective agreements (unions), contract types shares (temporary or
permanent), share of spanish native citizens, share of male workers, share of exported revenue. Standard errors are clustered at
the market level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table A9: Effect of HHI on wages (first stage and reduced form of IV estimates) and
of the IV on public wages

HHI log W log Wpub

(1) (2) (3)

ĤHIpub, forest 1.290∗∗∗ -0.1872∗∗∗ -0.0260
(0.0253) (0.0553) (0.1326)

Labor Market Controls ✓ ✓ ✓

Market FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.48 0.13 0.31
Observations 13,572 13,572 8,246

Regression First Stage Reduced Form OLS
F-test 2,561 – –
Education and Health Markets ✓ ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of the effect of HHI on wages (first stage and reduced form of IV estimates) and of the IV on
public wages. Labor market controls include average worker experience and tenure years, share of workers with high school
and university education level, share of jobs by task content (five skill levels), share of workers covered by collective agreements
(unions), contract types shares (temporary or permanent), share of spanish native citizens, share of male workers, share of ex-
ported revenue. The nonlinear “stage zero” prediction estimated with the random forest algorithm and used as instrument is
denoted by ĤHIpub, forest. The random forest model is trained with two thirds of the sample, whereas the remaining third is used
for prediction. Standard errors are clustered at the market level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table A10: Effect of HHI on wages (first stage and reduced form of logit IV estimates)

HHI log W

(1) (2) (3)

ĤHIpub, logit 1.066∗∗∗ -0.2092∗

(0.0556) (0.1135)
HHI -0.1964∗

(0.1065)

Labor Market Controls ✓ ✓ ✓

Market FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.82 0.82 0.82
Observations 13,900 13,166 13,166

Regression First Stage Reduced Form IV
F-test (First Stage) 621.5 – 621.5
Education and Health Markets ✓ ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of the effect of HHI on wages (first stage and reduced form of logit IV estimates). Labor market
controls include average worker experience and tenure years, share of workers with high school and university education level,
share of jobs by task content (five skill levels), share of workers covered by collective agreements (unions), contract types shares
(temporary or permanent), share of spanish native citizens, share of male workers, share of exported revenue. The nonlinear
“stage zero” prediction estimated with the logistic regression and used as instrument is denoted by ĤHIpub, logit. Standard errors
are clustered at the market level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table A11: Effect of HHI on wages (IV estimates)

logW

(1) (2) (3)

HHI -0.1670∗∗ -0.2161∗∗ -0.2076∗∗∗

(0.0656) (0.0736) (0.0305)

AMRPL Control ✓

Labor Market Controls ✓ ✓ ✓

Market FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.31 0.38 0.31
Observations 12,658 7,084 56,747

F-test (First Stage) 2,080 1,118 14,034
Sample Health and Highest Pub-Priv All Markets

Education (H&E) Flows H&E

Note: This table reports estimates of the effect of HHI on wages (IV estimates). Column (1) reports the baseline IV regression
with an additional market revenue productivity control. In column (2), the IV sample is restricted to the health and education
industries with the highest worker flows between the public and private sector (higher than median worker flows). Column (3)
reports IV estimates for the full sample, i.e. not restricted to markets related to the health and education sectors. Labor market
controls include average worker experience and tenure years, share of workers with high school and university education level,
share of jobs by task content (five skill levels), share of workers covered by collective agreements (unions), contract types shares
(temporary or permanent), share of spanish native citizens, share of male workers, share of exported revenue. Standard errors
are clustered at the market level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table A12: Step 1 regression using log market employment as outcome

logL

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

HHI -1.484∗∗∗ -0.9262∗∗∗ -0.7051∗∗∗ -0.9262∗∗∗ -1.669∗∗∗

(0.0554) (0.0590) (0.0544) (0.1180) (0.2577)
Sales HHI -0.0402 -0.0534∗∗ 0.0440∗ 0.0655 0.0722∗

(0.0252) (0.0263) (0.0247) (0.0430) (0.0429)
Log Productivity (AMRPL) 0.0472∗∗∗ 0.0155∗ 0.0271 0.0278

(0.0098) (0.0094) (0.0202) (0.0208)
Unemployment Rate -6.843∗∗∗ -5.749∗∗∗ -5.107∗∗∗ -4.256∗∗∗

(0.3150) (0.2654) (0.6530) (0.7528)

Labor Market Controls ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

City-Year, Industry-Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓

Market FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Year FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.94
Observations 63,733 59,182 59,182 10,224 10,224

Estimation Method OLS OLS OLS OLS IV
All Markets ✓ ✓ ✓

Education and Health Markets ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of the Step 1 regression using log market employment as the outcome. Columns (1)-(3) report
OLS estimates, column (4) reports OLS estimates computed with the IV sample, and column (5) reports IV estimates. Labor
market controls include average worker experience and tenure years, share of workers with high school and university education
level, share of workers covered by collective agreements (unions), contract types shares (temporary or permanent), share of
Spanish native citizens, share of male workers, share of exported revenue. Standard errors are clustered at the market level.
*p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table A13: Step 2 regression using log market employment as outcome

α̂m

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log City Size 1.677∗∗∗ 1.509∗∗∗ 1.643∗∗∗ 1.569∗∗∗ 1.409∗∗∗ 1.546∗∗∗

(0.0323) (0.0394) (0.0356) (0.0299) (0.0375) (0.0331)
Log Precipitations 0.3021∗∗∗ 0.2788∗∗∗

(0.0339) (0.0337)
Log Distance from Coast 0.2325∗∗∗ 0.2164∗∗∗

(0.0184) (0.0179)
Log Mean Temperature 0.3558∗∗∗ 0.3149∗∗∗

(0.1060) (0.1024)
Water Within 25km (%) 0.0121∗∗∗ 0.0114∗∗∗

(0.0013) (0.0012)
Log Pollution (NO2 Conc.) 0.3077∗∗∗ 0.2741∗∗∗

(0.0446) (0.0428)
Log Mean Commuting Time -0.0313 0.0557

(0.1565) (0.1509)
Log Crimes per Person 0.6396∗∗∗ 0.5741∗∗∗

(0.0597) (0.0567)
Log Cinemas per Person -0.0056 0.0220

(0.0577) (0.0557)

Industry FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.68 0.71 0.68 0.67 0.70 0.67
Observations 5,005 5,005 5,005 5,005 5,005 5,005

Estimation Method (Step 2) OLS OLS IV OLS OLS IV
Step 1 with HHI ✓ ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of the Step 2 regression using log market employment as outcome in Step 1. Estimates obtained
when not controlling for HHI in Step 1 are reported in columns (1)-(3). Columns (3) and (6) instrument Log City Size in Step 2
using the variables in Table A1. Standard errors are clustered at the industry level. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Table A14: Step 2 regression using log market employment as outcome and instru-
menting HHI in Step 1

α̂m

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log City Size 1.677∗∗∗ 1.509∗∗∗ 1.643∗∗∗ 1.410∗∗∗ 1.262∗∗∗ 1.404∗∗∗

(0.0323) (0.0394) (0.0356) (0.0292) (0.0368) (0.0316)
Log Precipitations 0.3021∗∗∗ 0.2560∗∗∗

(0.0339) (0.0340)
Log Distance from Coast 0.2325∗∗∗ 0.1880∗∗∗

(0.0184) (0.0177)
Log Mean Temperature 0.3558∗∗∗ 0.3035∗∗∗

(0.1060) (0.0992)
Water Within 25km (%) 0.0121∗∗∗ 0.0098∗∗∗

(0.0013) (0.0012)
Log Pollution (NO2 Conc.) 0.3077∗∗∗ 0.2266∗∗∗

(0.0446) (0.0411)
Log Mean Commuting Time -0.0313 0.1680

(0.1565) (0.1471)
Log Crimes per Person 0.6396∗∗∗ 0.4820∗∗∗

(0.0597) (0.0536)
Log Cinemas per Person -0.0056 0.0305

(0.0577) (0.0541)

Industry FE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

R2 0.68 0.71 0.68 0.64 0.67 0.64
Observations 5,005 5,005 5,005 5,005 5,005 5,005

Estimation Method (Step 2) OLS OLS IV OLS OLS IV
Step 1 with HHI ✓ ✓ ✓

Note: This table reports estimates of the Step 2 regression using log market employment as outcome and instrumenting HHI
in Step 1. Estimates obtained when not controlling for HHI in Step 1 are reported in columns (1)-(3). Columns (3) and (6)
instrument Log City Size in Step 2 using the variables in Table A1. Standard errors are clustered at the industry level. *p<0.1,
**p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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B Empirical Analysis

B.1 Data Appendix: MCVL

The MCVL (Muestra Continua de Vidas Laborales, or Continuous Sample of Employment
Histories) is a 4% non-stratified sample of individuals affiliated to the Spanish social
security. The panel records any change in individuals’ labor market status (working,
receiving unemployment benefits, or receiving a pension). Job changes and contrac-
tual modifications within the same firm are also recorded. Information on wages is
provided for the entire working life of the sampled individuals when available. We
focus on 2005–2019, the period in which job spells are matched with tax record data
that provide uncensored earnings, and compute daily full-time equivalent wages us-
ing the available information on working hours. For a small number of cases, the com-
puted wages are much higher than workers’ contributions to social security. To pre-
vent these outliers from affecting the results, I remove the observations corresponding
to the top 1% of the wage distribution. Workers’ tenure and experience are measured
by counting the number of employment days in the current establishment and during
the entire working life, respectively. Furthermore, the MCVL provides information on
workers’ gender and age, which are contained in social security records. The sample
is also matched with Spain’s Continuous Census of Population (Padrón Continuo), so
that individual characteristics such as country of birth, nationality, and educational
attainment can be recovered.

Employers assign workers to different social security contribution groups that are
highly related to the level of education required to perform the job. Following De
la Roca and Puga (2017), I organize these groups into five skill categories: very high-
skilled, high-skilled, medium-high-skilled, medium-low-skilled, and low-skilled occupations.
For example, the upper contribution group, which includes very high-skilled occupa-
tions, is reserved for jobs that require an engineering or bachelor’s degree and for top
managerial positions. The MCVL further reports detailed information on employers,
such as their firms’ employment levels or ownership status (private or public). Finally,
the NACE 3-digit sector of the establishment and workplace location are reported so
that each employer can be assigned to a single local labor market.

The panel used for the analysis covers working individuals aged 18 or older. Data
collected in the Basque Country and Navarre are excluded from the analysis because
they do not provide information on uncensored earnings. Furthermore, local labor
markets in three small urban areas are not considered because workplace locations are
not reported for municipalities with less than 40,000 inhabitants.
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B.2 IV Construction

In this section, I describe the construction of the instrumental variable presented in
Section 4.5. Let the IV be denoted by Zmt. This vector measures the predicted impact
of changes in the size of local public firms on HHImt for all markets m and years t in
which some public firms operate. For m and t where there are no public firms, Zmt

equals zero.
The following example illustrates how the instrument is computed. Consider a

market with four competing establishments denoted by a, b, c, and d. Firms a and b are
public, whereas firms c and d are private. Total employment E and the employment
HHI in the market at time t are given by

Et = e
pub
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In the next period, establishments change their employment levels. The new level
of labor market concentration is then given by
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Suppose changes in public employment are “exogenous” to local productivity shocks.

Then
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is our candidate instrument for HHIt+1. Similarly, we can define

ĤHI
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This quantity measures the variation in HHI driven by changes in the employment of
private firms and that is then likely endogenous to local productivity shocks.

Finally, changes in HHI that are driven by the entry or exit of public firms to and

from a local labor market are not included the instrument ĤHI
pub

t+1, since these events
are less likely to be exogenous. For example, people may anticipate the construction of
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an hospital and migrate to the city, causing a supply shock. Additionally, an hospital
shutting down may be indicative of an unobserved demographic shock in the area.
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C Model Appendix

C.1 Market Equilibrium with Decreasing Returns to Scale

C.1.1 Asymmetric Firms

Suppose Nmt firms compete à la Cournot for workers in the local labor market m and
at time t, with the market being defined as a cluster of subindustries indexed by k

within a city c (i.e., local labor markets are city-cluster combinations). Each firm f has
a Cobb-Douglas production function with labor lft as the sole input,

Qft = Aftl
θ
ft, θ ≤ 1,

and sells its product at the competitive price Pmt = 1. Firms are heterogeneous
in productivity Aft, and Aft has a market-time component that is common across all
firms that compete in market m at time t. For example, this captures the productivity
advantage of markets m located in large cities. In particular, we assume that Aft =

Amtξ
A
ft ≥ 0. Firms internalize that they face the upward sloping labor market supply

curve

Wmt = βmtL
τ
mt,

where τ = η−1 is the inverse labor supply elasticity, assumed to be constant across
markets. Lmt =

∑Nmt

f=1 lft denotes total market employment, and the intercept βmt is
indexed by m to reflect market (and time) varying consumption amenities that affect
migration across cities and, hence, local supply.

Firms choose lft to maximize profits

πft = Aftl
θ
ft −Wmt(Lmt)lft.

Denoting with sft =
lft
Lmt

the employment share of firms, the first-order condition
of each firm is given by

Wmt (1 + τsft) = θAftl
θ−1
ft . (9)

This indicates that more productive firms are larger in size. Multiplying both sides
of the equation by sft and summing across all firms in the market, we obtain the wage
setting formula

Wmt (1 + τHHImt) = AMRPLmt, (10)
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where we have defined the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index

HHImt =
Nmt∑
f=1

s2ft,

and the average marginal revenue productivity of labor

AMRPLmt =
Nmt∑
f=1

sftθAftl
θ−1
ft = θAmt

Nmt∑
f=1

sftξ
A
ftl

θ−1
ft . (11)

If the labor market is perfectly competitive, then firms are atomistic (sft → 0), HHImt

goes to zero, and productivity is fully passed through to wages. On the other hand,
with imperfect competition, we have HHImt > 0, and firms force a markdown upon
workers unless their supply is perfectly elastic (τ = 0). Finally, it is easy to see that

AMRPLmt = θ
Nmt∑
f=1

sft
Pft

= 1

Qft

lft
(12)

C.1.2 Symmetric Firms

In the symmetric Cournot model, sft =
lft

Nmtlft
= 1

Nmt
. Therefore, the Herfindahl-

Hirschman Index corresponds to the inverse number of firms in the market,

HHImt =
1

Nmt

,

while productivity is given by

AMRPLmt = θAmtl
θ−1
mt ,

where lmt =
Lmt

Nmt
denotes the number of workers employed by the representative firm.

Therefore, the market equilibrium (10) can be rewritten as

βmtL
τ
mt

(
1 + τ

1

Nmt

)
= θAmt

(
Lmt

Nmt

)θ−1

,

so that total employment is given by

Lmt =

[(
1

Nmt

)θ−1(
1 + τ

1

Nmt

)−1
θAmt

βmt

] 1
τ+1−θ

and firms’ employment is
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lmt =

[(
1

Nmt

)τ (
1 + τ

1

Nmt

)−1
θAmt

βmt

] 1
τ+1−θ

.

Because θ ≤ 1, Lmt decreases in HHImt =
1

Nmt
. In particular,

∂ logLmt

∂ 1
Nmt

= −

(
τ(2− θ) 1

Nmt
+ (1− θ)

(τ + 1− θ)( 1
Nmt

(1 + τ 1
Nmt

))

)
≤ χ ≃ −1, (13)

where χ is a constant that is approximately −1 if τ 1
Nmt

≃ 0 (as assumed in Section
4, since τ is estimated to be small). However, firms’ individual employment increases
with HHImt, since

∂ log lmt

∂ 1
Nmt

=
τ

τ + 1− θ

(
1 + 1

Nmt
(τ − 1)

1
Nmt

(1 + τ 1
Nmt

)

)
≥ 0, (14)

which follows from 1
Nmt

≤ 1. In this model, an increase in labor market concen-
tration is associated with a decrease in market employment and the number of firms,
and the latter decreases faster than the former, so that each firm’s number of workers
increases as a consequence.

Now,

logAMRPLmt = log θAmt − (1− θ) log lmt

or
logAMRPLmt = ω log θAmt + (1− ω) log βmt − (1− ω)f

(
1

Nmt

)
, (15)

where
ω =

τ

τ + 1− θ

and
f

(
1

Nmt

)
=

[
τ log

(
1

Nmt

)
− log

(
1 + τ

1

Nmt

)]
,

a function that is increasing in HHImt =
1

Nmt
. The first-order Taylor expansion for

this function is

f (HHImt) ≃ τ logHHI + τ
HHImt − HHI

HHI
− log(1 + τHHI)− τ

HHImt − HHI
1 + τHHI

,

where 0 < HHI < 1 is a small constant around which we expand and, since τ is
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estimated to be small in Section 4, we assume that τHHI ≃ 0. Therefore,

f (HHImt) ≃ τ logHHI + τ

(
1

HHI
− 1

)
HHImt

= τ(ψ1 + ψ2HHImt),

ψ1 = logHHI ≥ 0,

ψ2 =

(
1

HHI
− 1

)
≥ 0

and

logAMRPLmt ≃ ω log θAmt + (1− ω) log βmt − (1− ω)τ(ψ1 + ψ2HHImt). (16)

With decreasing returns to scale (θ < 1, ω < 1), a positive supply (amenity) shock
– that is, a reduction in the intercept βmt – leads to lower average productivity in the
market: firms can now hire more workers for the same wage, but these workers are
marginally less productive. Similarly, markets with high HHImt have firms which are
larger in size (see equation (14)) and, hence, with decreasing returns to scale, that are
less productive on average.

C.2 Endogeneity of HHImt in the Asymmetric Firms Model

In this section, I show that the asymmetric firms model presents an additional source
of endogeneity in HHImt with respect to those highlighted in Section 2.5. Indeed,
if a positive productivity shock hits market m, then workers are paid higher wages
(↑ Wmt), and if large firms benefit relatively more from the shock, these firms grow in
size and the market becomes more concentrated, that is, ↑ HHImt. If, instead, small
firms benefit relatively more from the productivity shock, then labor market power
is reduced (↓ HHImt), as larger firms lose part of their dominant position. In both
cases, labor market concentration and wages correlate for reasons other than the causal
relationship between the two variables.

Without loss of generality, assume that market m has only two firms, f and j, and
that f is the dominant firm, that is, sf > sj , with sf+sj = 1. By dividing the individual
first-order conditions (9) of the two firms, and by assuming constant returns to scale
without loss of generality, we get

�
��Wmt (1 + τsft)

���Wmt (1 + τsjt)
=

�
��Amtξ

A
ft

���AmtξAjt

Then, any asymmetric productivity shock that increases ξAft more than ξAjt leads to
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an increase in sf and a decrease in sj . Since sf was greater than sj to start with, and
since

HHImt = s2f + s2j ,

we have that labor market concentration increases as a consequence of the productiv-
ity shock.39 It is also easy to see that average productivity in the market

AMRPLmt = Amt(sfξ
A
ft + sjξ

A
jt)

increases following the shock. This, by equation (10), puts upward pressure on Wmt.
In other words, the asymmetric productivity shock induces a positive correlation be-
tween HHImt and Wmt, which goes in the opposite direction to the causal effect be-
tween the two variables highlighted in equation (10). Although this section focuses on
the example of a positive productivity shock, the same endogeneity concerns arise in
the case of negative changes in market productivity that asymmetrically impact firms.

C.3 Estimation Strategy

In this section, I outline a strategy to estimate the agglomeration elasticity, which is de-
fined as the linear relationship between firms’ log productivity and the log population
density of the city in which they operate. I caution against the estimation biases that
occur when we do not properly account for variables that, like productivity, affect
wages and systematically vary with city size – chiefly, labor market concentration.

C.3.1 Constant Returns to Scale

C.3.1.1 Controlling for Labor Market Concentration

We assume that firms use a constant returns to scale technology. Then, θ = ω = 1 and,
from equation (15),

logAMRPLmt = logAmt, (17)

i.e., revenue productivity in the market fully reflects the linear term in firms’ pro-
ductivity.40 We can now consider the following functional form for logAmt:

39The opposite would happen (↓ HHImt) if, following the productivity shock, ξAjt were to increase
more than ξAft.

40For simplicity, I focus on the symmetric firms case. As shown in equation (11), with asymmetric
firms and constant returns to scale (θ = 1), I would obtain an analogous expression to (17) if I assume
that

Nmt∑
f=1

sftξ
A
ft = 1.

Remembering that Aft = Amtξ
A
ft, this assumption is intuitively guaranteeing that the employment

weighted average of firms productivity in the market is equal to the market component of productivity,
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log(Amt) = log(Am) + log(At) + log(Am × At) + ϵAmt, (18)

where Am denotes productivity in the market; At and Am × At are the overall and
market level productivity time trends, respectively; and ϵAmt is the variation in produc-
tivity that is left once these components are partialled out. Similarly, and remembering
that markets are city-cluster combinations (indexed by c and k, respectively), we as-
sume that

log(Am) = log(Ac) + log(Ak) + log(Ac × Ak) + ϵAm.

Finally, we posit that the log productivity of city c, log(Ac), is a linear function of the
city’s log population density. For example, this may be the case because the proximity
of workers and firms facilitates the generation of new ideas:

log(Ac) = log(A) + δlogCitySizec + ϵAc ,

where δ denotes the agglomeration elasticity. Even if logAMRPLmt is unobservable
(or partially unobservable), the structure of the problem is sufficiently simple to allow
us to estimate δ from data on logCitySizec, Wmt, HHImt and some market controls
Xmt that capture potentially important features of the market that are not modeled
explicitly (e.g., the degree of unionization of workers in the labor market or the extent
of product market power).

Indeed, using (17), we can rewrite equilibrium equation (10) in logs as

logWmt = logAmt − τ logHHImt + υmt,

where υmt is the sampling error and log(1 + τ logHHImt) ≃ τ logHHImt as τHHI ≃
0. We can thus estimate

Step 1: logWmt = αm + αt + αm1 × αt1 + αXmt + τ logHHImt + εmt, (19)

where the market fixed effect αm captures log(Am), the time fixed effect αt captures
log(At) and the interactive market-time fixed effect αm1 × αt1 captures log(Am × At).
Also, εmt = υmt + ϵAmt, and we assume that

E[εmt| log(Am), log(At), log(Am × At),Xmt,HHImt] = 0. (20)

This implies that the τ < 0 coefficient is identified by the part of HHImt variation

i.e., that
Nmt∑
f=1

sftAft = Amt.
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that is not determined by the market and heterogeneous time trend components of
firms’ productivity.41 The market fixed effect estimated in (19) can be rewritten as

Step 2: αm = αk + δlogCitySizec + υm, (21)

where αk = log(A)+log(Ak) and υm = log(Ac×Ak)+ε
A
c +ε

A
m. Thus, the parameter of

interest δ could be readily estimated in step two (regression (21)), where we substitute
the dependent variable αm for the α̂m estimated in step one (regression (19)), were it
not for the fact that

E[υm| log(A), log(Ak), logCitySizec] ̸= 0.

The reason why strict exogeneity fails in equation (21) is that, on the one hand,
logCitySizec causes log(Ac), and log(Ac × Ak) is in the error term υm; on the other
hand, log(Ac), contained in the dependent variable αm, likely causes logCitySizec –
as workers are attracted to migrate to high-productivity, high-paying cities, and this
creates a reverse causality problem.42 In Section 4.3, we deal with this identification
problem with an IV based on the historical determinants of population density, which
are plausibly unrelated to time t productivity.

C.3.1.2 Not Controlling for Labor Market Concentration

If we estimate the agglomeration elasticity in the same way as highlighted in the pre-
vious section, with the only difference that we do not control for HHImt in step one
(equation (19)), then the agglomeration elasticity estimate is likely to be biased. The
bias will be present as long as labor market concentration is relevant (τ ̸= 0) and is
correlated with city size. In this section, I quantify the extent of the bias and show
that, given the correlation between HHImt and city population density observed in the
data, failing to account for systematic differences in labor market concentration across
markets leads to an overestimation of the agglomeration elasticity.

First, we decompose HHImt into its market component hm, general time-trend com-

41An example of such exogenous variation in HHImt are shocks to fixed costs of production unrelated
to market productivity and affecting firm entry.

42Notice that a three-step procedure where the following regressions are estimated in order

logWmt = αm + αt + αm1 × αt1 + αXmt + τ logHHImt + εmt

αm = αc + αk + αc1 × αk1 + εm

αc = α+ δlogCitySizec + εc

gets around the first identification problem but not the reverse causality problem.
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ponent ht, heterogeneous time-trend component hm × ht, and residual variation ϵhmt:

HHImt = hm + ht + hm × ht + ϵhmt. (22)

This is similar to the decomposition of the market level productivity Amt in equa-
tion (18). The hm, ht and hm × ht components correspond to market, time, and interac-
tive market-time fixed effects in a regression that has the form of equation (22). These
fixed effects capture both the variation in HHImt that is endogenous to the produc-
tivity terms log(Am), log(At) and log(Am × At), respectively, and the variation that is
unrelated to productivity and is shared across markets and/or time within the same
market. On the other hand, ϵhmt corresponds to the variation in HHImt that is fully id-
iosyncratic and unrelated to productivity. It should be noted that this variation identi-
fies the τ parameter in equation (19) and that condition (20) implies that E(ϵAmtϵ

h
mt) = 0.

We posit the following functional form for hm:

hm = h+ hk + λlogCitySizec + ϵhm. (23)

In the data, λ is estimated to be negative, since markets in larger cities attract more
firms and are thus systematically less concentrated. In this context, if we apply the
same two-step procedure of equations (19) and (21) without controlling for HHImt in
step one, we obtain an upward biased estimate of the agglomeration elasticity:

log(Wmt) = αm

log(Am)+τhm

+ αt + αm1 × αt1 + αXmt + εmt

ϵAmt+τϵhmt+υmt

α̂m = αk + (δ + τλ
> 0

)logCitySizec + υm

log(Ac×Ak)+ϵAm+τϵhm+ϵAc

Calling δ̂HHI the agglomeration elasticity that we estimate when we control for
HHImt, and δ̂ the elasticity estimated when we do not control for it, the extent of the
bias can be estimated as

δ̂ − δ̂HHI

δ̂
−→ τλ

δ + τλ
.

This can also be interpreted as the percentage of the city-size wage premium that
can be explained by labor market concentration differences across cities, and not by
agglomeration economies. Note that the bias is substantial if τλ is large with respect
to δ, and disappears if either τ = 0 (i.e., there is no labor market power) or λ = 0 (i.e.,
labor market power is not systematically related to city size).
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C.3.2 Decreasing Returns to Scale

With decreasing returns to scale (ω < 1, θ < 1), log(AMRPLmt) is a function of log(Amt),
log(βmt) and HHImt (see equation (16)). To the extent that we control for HHImt in step
one (regression (19)), the fact that labor market concentration affects wages not only
directly but also through log(AMRPLmt) changes our interpretation of some estimates
but does not introduce any additional source of bias. However, the fact that log(βmt)

may systematically vary across cities of different sizes is a source of concern. To ob-
serve this, let us assume the usual decomposition for log(βmt):

log(βmt) = log(βm) + log(βt) + log(βm × βt) + ϵβmt,

log(βm) = log(βc) + log(βk) + log(βc × βk) + ϵβm,

log(βc) = log(β) + ρlogCitySizec + ϵβc .

In principle, we do not know if ρ > 0, ρ < 0 or ρ = 0; that is, if amenities are, on
average, lower in bigger cities, higher in bigger cities, or unrelated to city size. Sub-
stituting in the log version of equation (10) and using the usual Taylor approximation,
we now get

logWmt = (ω − 1)τψ1 + ω log θ + ω logAm + (1− ω) log βc
αm

+ ω logAt + (1− ω) log βt
αt

+

ω logAm × At + (1− ω) log βm × βt

αm1×αt1

− τ(1 + (1− ω)ψ2

> 0

)HHImt + αXmt+

ωϵAmt + (1− ω)ϵβct + υmt

εmt

.

Two remarks are in order. First, fixed effects are now a combination of constants
and of weighted averages of the productivity and amenity terms. Second, decreasing
returns to scale magnify the effect of labor market concentration on wages.

If amenities are not controlled for and we proceed with step two of the estimation
procedure, we get

α̂m = αk + (ωδ + (1− ω)ρ)logCitySizec + υm.

As long as ρ ̸= 0, the agglomeration elasticity is biased, and the direction of the
bias depends on the sign of ρ. Because log(βc) = b− bc, where bc are city amenities, we
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can avoid this bias by controlling for city amenities in step two:43

α̂m = αk − (1− ω)bc + ωδlogCitySizec + υm,

and the agglomeration elasticity δ is identified up to the constant ω.
Finally, let δ̂b and δ̂b,HHI be the agglomeration elasticities estimated by controlling

for amenities and for both HHImt and amenities, respectively. Then, the extent of the
different kind of biases described can be estimated as

δ̂ − δ̂HHI,b

δ̂
−→ (1− ω)ρ+ τλ

ωδ + (1− ω)ρ+ τλ

and
δ̂b − δ̂HHI,b

δ̂b
−→ τλ

ωδ + τλ
.

43In the general equilibrium model of Section 2, we have log(βc,c′) = g(c′) − bc (see equation (1)).
Here, we are assuming that workers take the attractiveness g(c′) of all other cities in the economy as
given when evaluating city c amenities in period t, and hence that g(c′) = b.
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